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Abstract

This dissertation deals with strategies in spatialization of music. It tries to explore a
certain concept of spatialization (Diffuse Spatialization) based on sounds as volumetric
objects that have extension and occupy a space.

Three different approaches are described:
SupaStrings - a network of physical modelled strings with extent (multiple outputs per

string) placed in a virtual sound stage.
Parameter Field Synthesis - A grid of stationary sources, all using the same synthesis

process, is driven by time-evolving scalar fields.
Sine Fields - Sine wave generators are free to roam through a frequency scalar field;

the frequencies are inherently connected to the locations in space.
The three approaches were conceptualized and implemented using the SuperCollider

audio synthesis programming language. Through the use of the different systems, namely
in several live music performances, it was concluded that diffuse spatialization is a viable
approach to spatialization, and one which still has potential for further developments.

Keywords: Diffuse Spatialization, Parameter Field Synthesis, sound, space,
SuperCollider, SupaStrings system, SineField, Plane of Sound.
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1. Introduction

"... after they’ve heard the first 20 seconds of the piece, they can almost determine what’s
going to happen the whole rest of the time. When they know that’s the case, they don’t
have to worry about it anymore." ... "What they can do is begin to really listen to the
sounds, get inside them, notice the details, and consider or meditate on the overall shape
of the piece, simple as it may be. It’s often interesting how within a simple shape there
can be relationships that are surprising." (Tenney, 1978)

– James Tenney

This dissertation deals with ideas related to the spatiality of music, specifically with how
space can be thought of as an essential element of music, and with the kinds of approaches
that emerge when space is dealt with from the start, when producing a sound work. It
tries to explore a certain concept of spatialization based on sounds as volumetric objects
that have extension and occupy a space. To help with the discussion of these ideas I have
labeled this concept of spatialization as diffuse spatialization1. This concept emerged not
only from reflections on the role of space in music, but also from a set of practices, ideas
and experiments in my own work that seem to have elements in common and which point
into a certain direction.

The ideas I present in this dissertation tends towards descriptive, technical aspects of
my work, undoubtedly due to my background in mathematics, but my true motivation
is to explore musical possibilities, and to allow me to realize music which is in sync with
my own musical interests and my personal aesthetic preferences. It might be worth then
to dwell a bit on what are the approaches and elements that motivate my music.

I’m mostly interested in music that happens at the perceptual level, in the sense that
an important part of it depends heavily on the (subjective) perception of each listener
through active listening or that it appeals to aspects of music that, on a perceptual level,
are not symbolizable and cannot be easily organized by a priori logical structures2. Music
where, as James Tenney puts it, “the listener, and to some extent the performer have
to create their own "dramas" and interpretations” (Tenney, 1978). Certainly all music
depends of the perception of the listener, but in some music that is accessory, or even
actively minimized, and in other it the generating principle.

1Although the term is similar, this concept has no relation with the “sound diffusion” school of spatial-
ization.

2In this category I include music which might have been produced using symbolic systems and logical
structures (notation, computer programs, established chord progressions, etc), but when listened to,
the constructed structures are not perceivable by the listener (possibly due to extreme complexity or
density) or are unimportant.
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If a sound work has a quite simple overall structure and the sounds are also very
dense or very slowly changing, then it allows one to completely focus on the evolution
of the timbre, to get “inside the sound”, as LaMonte Young imagined (Duckworth &
Fleming, 2009). When the sounds offer very ambiguous cues, such as with shifting lines
of repeating rhythmic patterns3, or with a drone or a dense mass, then one can have a
very personal and unique perception4 of the music, in the same way that one can have a
completely different perception of a street depending on whether one is at ground level or
on a balcony. The change of perspective happens by focusing on one of several elements
and layers that are being presented with equal relevance at the perceptual level.

Drone music allows for this change in perspective because the same sounds go on for
long enough to allow one to look for and discover those different layers or constituents
of the sound. When a short sound is played, it is like a photograph presented only for
an instant, there is no time to discern the inner structure of that sound, the rhythm and
pitch relation with the surrounding events become more important, while on a prolonged
sound the photograph becomes a movie which can be inspected for a long time, allowing
the discovery of minute details not seen before. The layers in drone are then the way in
which the different harmonics (or partials) happen to combine, forming beats which give
rise to different micro-rhythms inside the continuous flow of sound. The micro-rhythms
can be very subtle and it is usually only some time after having started to listen to a such a
piece of music that one starts to be aware of them5 In the case of works, such as the sound
and light environments of LaMonte Young, which contain very few tones “suspended” in
a room, the change in perspective comes about by actually moving in the space: ”...each
listener creates a different performance, of a sort, by moving through standing waves of
sound. A simple movement of the head from side to side drastically changes which of the
sustained tones stand out most prominently from the chordal environment” (Schaefer,
2009). Terry Riley summarizes it accurately:

“What becomes apparent on listening to an amplified, well-tuned drone that
La Monte sculpts is a molecular world of sounds whose workings are ordinarily
covered up by fancy rhythmic and melodic footwork. As a listener allows
himself or herself to be drawn deeper into the sound, he or she becomes more
and more astounded at all the elements that are there functioning naturally
without the aid of normal manipulation, or musical performance. Rhythm is
found in the form of evenly spaced beats (an acoustical phenomenon) which
carry the motion relentlessly forward. Melody is spatially located, since it
depend on where you are sitting or whether you are stationary or moving.
As your head moves, your ears behave like fingers on a stringed instrument,
activating the various nodes that emphasize different partials of the harmonic
spectrum.” (Riley, 2009)

3For example in Piano Phase (Steve Reich) and Music in 12 Parts (Phillip Glass).
4Unique to the point of not agreeing with other listeners on which note sequences, or other basic

elements, were played, in similarity with op art, where the visual sense is purposefully deceived.
5This is specially true in very dense drones, where the amount of different layers in considerable, such

as in the music of Phil Niblock.
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To me the most striking quality of this type of music, is that after listening for a while
one’s state of consciousness starts to change; it starts to unfold as the level of concen-
tration and abstraction from the outer world increases. Through this process a sense of
timelessness is sometimes achieved. It is this sense of timelessness 6 in music that I look
for and it is the underlying focus of my research.

I’m also interested in intensity in music, and by that I mean a certain relentless force,
that pushes the senses to the limits7, something which is present in much of noise music,
but also in the harsher drones of La Monte Young8 or the music of Glenn Branca9 which
“appears to consist of a sustained climax, an overwhelming statement of pure, awesome
power, which the audience can only submit themselves to”, being “consistent in their
aim to reach a state of climax as quickly as possible, and stay there as long as possible”
(Duguid, 1994). Another example of this approach is Sunn O))), a group that pioneered
the doom metal style: “A full minute later [...] the same chord was still building on itself
in the packed, airless room, complicated now by a second guitar line and at least three
overlapping waves of feedback. [...] The music was unbelievably loud - so loud, in fact,
that the sound waves made your rib cage vibrate like a stereo cabinet and your teeth
literally rattle in their sockets but the effect was somehow more meditative than violent.
The overall experience was not unlike listening to an Indian raga in the middle of an
earthquake.” (Wray, 2006).

It is my belief that the use of space in music to create immersive sound experiences can
contribute greatly to this sense of sinking deep into the music. Certainly, in the case of
sustained tones, even with just one sound source the sound is already “in” space, and the
movement through space or the particular location where the listener is will determine
which partials are emphasized. This is what I would call, a “low level” spatiality of music.
The placing of several sound sources in space, with different but correlated contents,
enhances this feature, and makes it more controllable, by allowing to tune the content
of each sound source. In the case of sustained tones, it also gives rise to “spatial beats”,
which are beats that are perceived as oscillating across space in a certain direction, like

6By timelessness I mean the subjective euphoric sensation of being outside time, with no past or future,
where only the “now”, the moment, is present. It is certainly interesting that music, a time based art
has much more potential to trigger such states than other non-time based arts, but I would argue
that this is because the state of timelessness is characterized by a sensation of constant, unstoppable
flow, so it’s not so much that time appears to have stopped, but more that it has slowed down to the
point of being able to perceive it’s passing. It seems hardly a coincidence that drone music, which is
also a constant flow of sound, seems to evoke such states of mind under certain conditions.

7It is not just a question of high sound levels, although that certainly contributes to it, it has to do
with the content of the music itself.

8For instance the improvisations by the The Theatre of Eternal Music, while featuring La Monte Young,
Marian Zazeela, Tony Conrad and John Cale, of La Monte Young’s composition “The Tortoise, His
Dreams and Journeys”.

9One listener comments on his experience of Symphony 13 - Hallucination city for 100 guitars: “The
totality of the sound [...] was such that you can’t even hope to take it all in. No, no, rather one must
let it take you in. ... The finale [...] knocked me off my feet. I had to sit down. I sat down on the
floor of the Roundhouse [...] and I had a little cry. ... I cried my eyes out as the vibrations coursed
through my being.”
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a dipole10. At a higher level, the content of each sound source can be modulated in
coordinated fashion with it’s neighbours, something which I explore extensively in the
thesis. Of course, the changes at the higher level also influence the lower level. In a very
simple example, if the volumes of each sound source are slowly changed, this gives rise to
new combinations of tones across the space, which give rise to new micro-rhythms and
also change the direction of the spatial beats.

It helps one to feel “inside the sound” when the sound is all around, even everywhere.
There are certainly many ways to achieve this, for instance in the no-wave scene of New
York in the 80’s (Glenn Branca, Rhys Chatham, Sonic Youth) although the sound was
presented from a typical stage, the level was so loud that a change in perception occurs
and the sound seems to be hovering everywhere in the room, or sometimes even one feels
like being washed away by waves of sound. Other times, by using sine like tones played
very loud, the sound appears to be inside one’s head, and again, the same can be achieved
with loud, rumbling, very low frequencies (e.g. Mark Bain). In my case, although the
use of very high sound levels interests me, my focus has been more on distributing the
sources of sound through space, and in somehow making them work together to create
an immersive experience.

The thesis is divided in two parts. In the first part the concepts of sound, space
and spatialization, and how they are interconnected is explored. The concept of Diffuse
Spatialization is introduced and examples from several artists are given. In the second
part, three different approaches to diffuse spatialization are described: The SupaStrings
system, Plane of Sound and SineField. For each one there is an overview of the motivating
concept, explanation of the implementation details and some comments on the use of the
systems for the development of my music. Finally there is some reflection on the results
achieved and possibilities for future development are explored.

10When using low frequency tones, this effect manifests itself as the periodic appearing and disappearing
of the background noise in a certain direction.
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2. Sound and space

2.1. Space

Since I will be employing the term ‘space’ extensively in the following pages, I would
like to briefly give a definition of what I mean by space in the scope of this discussion.
Certainly space is a term with multiple meanings, and not all of them are relevant to
the topic in question. Space is an elusive concept, whose natured has been pondered
since ancient times. On a first approach, I’m mostly concerned here with space as “a
boundless, three-dimensional extent in which objects and events occur and have relative
position and direction” (Britannica, n.d.). This is what one calls the “physical” space.

I will also refer to "a space", when talking about a particular (non-abstract) location
such as a church, a forest, etc. and it’s sonic properties. There are also concepts of spaces
that pertain more to the social world, for instance the spaces defined by architecture, by
social conventions, public space and private space, sacred space and profane space, etc.
For instance the “sound of a space”, that is the aural signature of space, and the reaction
that it provokes, is something that involves as much acoustics as it does the symbolism
and associations that culture have assigned to such an acoustic signature.

2.2. Sound and hearing.

It is also important to emphasize the conception of sound that is central to this thesis:

Sound is a travelling wave which is an oscillation of pressure transmitted
through a solid, liquid, or gas. (Company, 2006)

A wave is a perturbation of certain medium that propagates through space and time.
Therefore acoustics, the study of sound, is part of Fluid Dynamics and considers matter
as continuous and present in space. At every point in space and time there is a value
of pressure. This values together form a pressure field, which is a scalar field (E3 → R ,
(x, y, z) → p(x, y, z) ).

The physics of sound appears then quite different from the experience of hearing: sound
is a pressure field occupying every point in space where the medium is present, yet what
we hear are sound sources. Like all modes of perceptions this happens by means of a very
complex mechanism taking place in the brain that constructs the sensation of hearing
based on the cues present in the outside world, in this case, the sound pressure field.
The brains of different species of animals construct this representation in different ways
(sensitive to different frequency ranges, better or worse directional hearing capabilities,
etc). The sensation of hearing which appears so natural to us, and which appears to be
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something which is part of the “outside world” is in fact just a specific interpretation of
that physical field developed by the mechanisms of evolution, and for example, animals
such as dolphins or bats will have a completely different experience of hearing, perhaps
more similar to our “seeing”. Our capability of detecting the direction of sounds comes
from the fact that we have two ears: the sound field at each of the ears is “processed” in
order to assign a direction to a sound, namely using the inter-aural time difference (ITD),
the interaural level difference (ILD) and the filtering caused by the shape of pinnae.

This capability to detect not only direction of sounds but also the acoustic signature
of a space has deep implications in many areas of human activity and in particular in
music.

2.3. Sound, Space and Music.

Sound, space and music are intricately connected. All sound happens in space, for sound
is the mechanical vibration of a medium, and a medium must occupy some space. And
since music is composed of sound (since, as Cage noted, even in the purest of silence there
is sound), music must also happen in space. Therefore, even if the composer or musician
did not consciously take into account space, did not choose any specific spatialization
technique or location, even then, the music will be spatialized.

Equally important as the definitions of sound, space and hearing given by physics and
biology it the “social, psychological, and behavioural experience of space by listening”, or
what may be called “spatiality” (Blesser & Salter, 2008).

Recent studies in Acoustic Archeology suggest that “paleolithic art found in the caves
of Lascaux and Font-de-Gaume was influenced by the acoustic character of the chambers
in which it was created” (Blesser & Salter, 2006), which suggests that the awareness of
spatiality might be a quite old and fundamental phenomenon.

Regarding music, since the moment when it started to be performed in enclosed spaces
(natural or man-made) the acoustics of the place became very important. The Gothic
Cathedrals of Europe with reverberation times of up to 10 seconds certainly influenced
the type of music that was being composed and played in them. After Renaissance,
music started to be performed in halls designed specifically for music concerts, and if at
first these spaces were improvised at best, they were progressively changing and being
changed by the music played there.

The 20th century witnessed a much more conscious effort in managing space for the
necessities of music. With the advent of electronics, and the loudspeaker, sounds could
be placed “anywhere” in space and the typical placement of musicians in a stage was
questioned.

In our days the space where music is performed continues to change due to either
purely utilitarian reasons (use of a stadium to be able to address more people) but also
by conscious decision. The number of musicians that engage space as a variable of their
own music creation is certainly not less than before. This happens not only by the
use of multiple speaker setups, but also through the exploration of the acoustics itself
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and the manipulation of structure borne sound1 or by the study, documentation and
appropriation of spaces through field recording.

1See for example the work of Mark Bain, Jacob Kirkegaard (Broadway), The User (Silophone) or
Christophe Havard, Hughes Germain and Yannick Dauby (°sone).
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3. Sound Spatialization

3.1. Spatialization Techniques Overview

Spatialization is the use of the localization of sounds in physical space as a
compositional element in music, in sound art, and in sound editing for audio
recordings, film, and video. (Wikipedia, n.d.)

Spatialization Techniques are procedures to make sound sources appear to be in certain
positions or areas of physical space. Although other means exist, the most common way
to spatialize sounds is to use loudspeaker systems. These loudspeaker systems can be
roughly divided into the following categories:

• Perceptual schemes:

– Vector Based Amplitude Panning (VBAP) - An amplitude panning system,
where only 3 speakers at most are outputting at any given time.(Pulkki, 2001)
It’s quite permissive as to the geometric placement of the speakers.

– Binaural - A sound source is convoluted with a pair of HRTFs for a desired
virtual source direction. This will simulate the signals at the ear canal for
a sound that would have been produced had the source been at the desired
position. There are systems that allow changing the virtual source position
by interpolating between HRTFs. Using head tracking it’s also possible for
the listener to rotate the head without the sound stage being rotated as well
(Begault, 1994).

– Ambiophonics: It’s a loudspeaker binaural technology based the on crosstalk
cancellation of the signals in a stereo pair of speakers. This is achieved by
using Recursive Ambiophonic Crosstalk Elimination (RACE) (Glasgal, n.d.).

• Sound field reconstruction:

– Ambisonics (1st order: B-format or Higher Order Ambisonics) - A technique
developed by Michael Gerzon1 in the 1970’s, for spatialization of sound fields
using 2D and 3D multi-speaker systems. It decomposes the sound field at a
point using spherical harmonics up to a certain order (1st-order ambisonics,
2nd order ambisonics, etc). In most implementations it only accounts for plane
waves, that is, only the direction of the source is considered. There have been
proposals to include also distance coding (Daniel, 2003) and object radiation
patterns coding (Malham, 2001).

1Michael Gerzon was a researcher in audio engineering and mathematics that pioneered many techniques
in spatialization, such as the Ambisonics technique.
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– Wave Field Synthesis (WFS) (see 3.2).

• Matrix systems/ Loudspeaker Orchestras: This corresponds to the spatialization
technique where the sound sources or sound channels are routed directly to each
speaker without any use of a panning algorithm. This technique has been associated
with the diffusion of electroacoustic works for some time, with notable examples, the
Acousmonium of the GRM (Group Recherche Musical) and the Beast (Birmingham
ElectroAcoustic Sound Theatre)2. It can also take the form of several amplified
electronic or electroacoustic devices (radios, electric guitars, synthesizers, electronic
circuits) spread around a physical space, where each source has it’s own individual
speaker.

I have chosen to use computer controlled spatialization systems for my work. This gives
me the freedom to imagine extensive spatial structures, sometimes quite big in size or in
number of constituents, without the burden of having to physically construct devices or
having to physically place elements (speakers, resonators, etc) in space. This means that
I can quickly change spatial setups with a click of a button, and evaluate them.

From all the spatialization systems above I have been using Ambisonics, WFS, VBAP
and binaural. Binaural was used as a convenience format, to preview spatial configura-
tions while at home by converting from the native ambisonics output, or in recordings of
actual concerts for archival purposes. Ambisonics and VBAP were used for performances
where only 4 to 8 speakers were available and also for quadraphonic listening while work-
ing on the projects at home. The main spatialization system used in this research was the
WFS system, mainly because it allows for quite unique features such as placing sources
inside the listening area, and allows for a quite large listening area.

3.2. Wave Field Synthesis

Since I’ve been using WFS extensively for this research project, it is important to give
an overview of this technique.

Wave Field Synthesis is a sound spatialization technique that aims at the complete
duplication of the original sound field and therefore, at it’s core, it does not rely on
psychoacoustic effects, it relies instead “on the theoretical result that each physical sound
field can be reconstructed from a distribution of secondary sources on a closed surface
that surround the listeners. These secondary sources consist of distributions of monopoles
and dipoles.“ (Boone & Verheijen, 1998). The theoretical foundation uses the Kirchhoff-
Helmholtz integral: If S is a surface surrounding a listener at position r, then sound
pressure at that point in the frequency domain is

P (r,ω) =
1

4π

¨

S

�
P (rs,ω)

∂

∂n

�
e
−jkl|r−rs|

|r− rs|

�
− ∂P (rs,ω)
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e
−jk|r−rs|

|r− rs|

�
dS.

2http://www.beast.bham.ac.uk/
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In the time domain and considering a finite, discrete array of sources the expression
will become a finite sum of delayed versions of the pressure waves at the location of those
sources, multiplied by an amplitude coefficient.

The use of truncated discrete arrays introduces errors in the reproduction of the sound
field. The fact that an array is made of discrete loudspeakers means that it cannot
reproduce the spatial characteristics of waves with higher frequencies then the spatial
sampling frequency fs =

c
2D where D is the distance between speakers (Daniel, Nicol,

& Moreau, 2003). For an actual WFS array this frequency is usually around 1000Hz,
nevertheless this “can be regarded as good enough quality, since low-frequency ITD cues
which are important cues in spatial hearing, are then produced accurately” (Pulkki,
2001).

The WFS system has a couple of unique characteristics among spatialization systems.
One of the most interesting aspects of WFS is that the sound field is correctly recreated
in almost the whole area encompassed by the speakers (nearer than about 1 meter from
the speakers, spatial distortion occurs). Instead of having a sweet spot, WFS has a
“sweet area” where a fairly large audience can be placed and still perceive correctly the
spatialization of the sounds. Another unique characteristic is that when one moves inside
the listening area defined by the speaker rows, sources remain stationary and it’s therefore
possible to walk “between” sources, or to, approach different zones of the sound field, thus
enabling multiple perspectives of the sound stage (ambisonics for instance, only keeps
angles constant and not actual positions).

In the theory of WFS the virtual sources to be reproduced are supposed to be outside
the surface S for the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral conditions to hold. Nevertheless it
is possible to reproduce virtual sources inside the surface S by using the time-reversal
principle: “a converging wave field is essentially a time-reversed diverging one. One
proceeds as follows: First, a virtual source is created at the position of the intended
focused source but its radiated wave field is recreated behind the loudspeaker array [...].
Then, the loudspeaker driving functions are time reversed. This results in a wave field
that converges towards the location of the virtual source and then diverges and makes up
the desired wave field” (Ahrens & Spors, 2008). These sources are called focused virtual
sources.

Nevertheless, focused sources cannot be rendered correctly for listeners in all sections
of the listening area: “In order to evoke the perception of a virtual source inside the
listening area, a wave field converging towards a focus point can be reproduced. As a
consequence of causality, the wave field diverges after having passed the focus point [...].
A listener positioned in the diverging part of the wave field perceives a virtual source at
the position of the focus point. A listener positioned in the converging part of the wave
field will experience of confusing perception due to contradictory localization cues. Note
that it is not possible to focus a wave field such that it exclusively diverges in a volume
greater than one half-space. The boundary of this half-space includes the position of the
focus point” (Ahrens & Spors, 2008).
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Figure 3.1.: WFS rendering of a monochromatic virtual source placed behind a line
speaker array.

Figure 3.2.: WFS rendering of a focused source. View of the wave fronts diverging from
the focus point.
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3.3. Approaches to spatialization

Independently of the spatialization technique used, there are many approaches to compo-
sition and performance with spatialization. It is not my intention to make an extensive
catalog of such strategies, that is not the aim of this dissertation, but I would like to
review some which I think are important in the context of the ideas developed here.

One approach which has a longstanding tradition is the use of loudspeaker orchestras.
They were born to necessity, for in the 50’s there were no readily available multichannel
panning systems3, and therefore the sound recordings had to be routed directly to each
speaker through a mixing table. In this tradition, the composer or the diffuser, will
“perform” the music during a live concert by manipulation the faders in a mixing table.
The recording usually has 2, 4 or 8 independent channels. Still today the loudspeaker
orchestras can provide spatial effects that most multichannel panning systems cannot,
such as putting sources at different distances in the hall, even inbetween the public, and
making use of the acoustics of the hall itself. On the other hand the control mechanism
(routing via faders) is quite primitive. Current advances in user-machine interfaces such
as multitouch interfaces, computer vision, etc. could provide a higher-level control of such
systems, while still maintaining it’s matrix nature, but loudspeaker orchestras are old
enough to have established a tradition, and it always takes time for novelty to question
the established order.

In the area of sound art there is also a rich tradition of sound spatialization, since in
sound art it is common to question the relations between sound, space, architecture or
sculpture. Some of the examples that I give in the next section, such as the work of Pe
Lang and Zimoun or Edwin van der Heide, fall clearly in this area.

Another prevalent spatialization strategy, specially in realm of professional audio engi-
neering, but also in the computer music field, is the planetary model: the sound sources
are points (planets) placed in a virtual space around the listener (the sun), usually in
small number. On a simple model, they are assigned only an horizontal angle (azimuth),
on more complex models they can be free to have any position in a three-dimensional
space and also the acoustics of a room or space, where the sources are contained, might
be simulated.

The use of point sources in itself is a very reasonable first approximation to real world
sounding objects, and in particular it is general enough that other more complex sound
objects can be constructed out of them, such as swarms, boids, spatial cellular automata,
spatial granulation, etc. In fact all my spatialization approaches use point sources to
construct higher dimension spatial sound objects.

Nevertheless when using few, very distinct, sources, the planetary model becomes much
less general and it appeals to a valid, but also particular aesthetic. In this thesis I try to
suggest different approaches to spatialization, which are not based on a planetary model,
instead they would be more similar to the fields of physics such as the electromagnetic
field or the pressure sound field, in that they try to cover a whole area and then they

3There were early experiments with panning such as the ’Electronic Poem’ Performed in the Philips
Pavilion at the 1958 Brussels World Fair, but these systems were very complex and usually custom
made for the event.
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change everywhere. This metaphor of fields seems to me to give rise to a different type
of spatialization, one which I call Diffuse Spatialization.
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4. Diffuse Spatialization

4.1. Definition

I define Diffuse Spatialization (D.S.) as the spatialization approaches and techniques that
put emphasis on filling the space with sound, and deal with the sound in space in terms of
“volumes” or “areas”, in such a way that the perception of location becomes extended, and
the immersive qualities are brought to the foreground, making the listener feel that he is
inside or surrounded by one or several sound masses. D.S. can be seen as an alternative
or in opposition to the planetary model. It is nevertheless quite independent of the
spatialization system used, and this approach can be realized in almost any spatialization
system.

I see two main approaches in D.S.: one is to use a large number of sources, or groups
of sources, where in each group the sound sources are related in content but decorre-
lated. The other approach is to use sound sources that produce ambiguous localization
cues, such as sine waves. In both types, there should be some kind of coherent spatial
connection between adjoining sources, in their sound qualities or rhythmic aspects.

Diffuse spatialization seems to me to be in strong resonance with the sound of natural
phenomenon such as wind, storms, tropical rain forests, the sea or situations such as
being in the middle of crowded place where people are talking. In all this examples
the sound source is composed of an extremely large number of sound emitters which
are sounding together, or in the case of wind and sea a continuous moving object that
emits sound from it’s whole surface, whose size is not neglectable compared to an human
listener.

At a more abstract level, I feel that a wave field is a good metaphor for D.S. . In a wave
field such as the waves in the ocean or in propagating sound, the medium itself does not
move, and movement occurs when a certain property (height, pressure) is continuously
transmitted along the medium. In the same way, in Parameter Field Synthesis (Chapter
6), one of the approaches to D.S. developed in the thesis, the sources are not moving,
but their sound properties are transmitted to neighbouring sources, through “parameter
waves”.

4.2. Examples

I would now like to explore some examples of works whose spatialization approach I
consider to be examples of Diffuse Spatialization.
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4.2.1. Steve Heimbecker - Turbulence Sound Matrix - Signe (2008)

The artist describes the work as follows:

The TSM uses digital recordings of the wind (WACM) in the form of con-
tinuous cascading wave patterns to amplify and diffuse any sound source
through the powerful 64 channels of the TSM’s unique speaker array. This
adaptation creates a vivid, highly articulated, and totally immersive sonic
environment for the listener. (Heimbecker, n.d.)

This system uses data collected by the Wind Array Cascade Machine (WACM), a network
of 64 sensors deployed in a grid that map the behaviour of vertical sticks under the
influence of wind. The speaker system is composed of 8 concave columns with 8 speakers
each that completely surround the listener both horizontally and vertically. In the work
Signe (2008) the wind data is used to modulate the frequency and amplitude of sine
waves. Wind data is also used to diffuse recordings of typewriting and piano sounds.
The WACM captures a whole slice of the wind intensity field, and this field is then
applied to audio, mantaining the coherence of the field.

4.2.2. Robin Minard - S0UNDB1TS (2002)

S0UNDB1TS was created in 2002 at IRCAM for a sound instalation project by Robin
Minard. The hardware is based on demultiplexing of ADAT channels, where one 24-
bit audio channel is separated into 24 1-bit channels. This allows for 8x24 (192) 1-bit
channels of audio driving the same amount of piezo loudspeakers.

The first S0UNDB1TS installation was created for the Stadtbad Oderberger Strase
in Berlin, a public bath dating from 1900. The installation used 3 ADAT connections
for a total of 576 independent 1-bit channels mounted on the front wall of the empty
swimming pool:

The sound produced by the installation was based on textures moving in
waves and geometrical trajectories over the wall. Embedded into the partic-
ular acoustics of the bath (reminding of a cathedral) the installation created
a unique listening experience. Visitors could freely walk around in the bath
and enter the empty pool to listen to the installation from very different
perspectives. (Minard, n.d.)

4.2.3. Zimoun and Pe Lang - Untitled Sound Objects (2008)

Swiss duo Pe Lang and Zimoun have made a series of kinetic sound sculptures named
“Untitled Sound Objects”. Usually these consists of a large number of small DC motors
driving a sound emitting mechanism (sometimes as many as 400) placed at equal distances
in a space, covering one wall or even all the walls and ceiling of a room.

Despite the uniformity of presentation and setup, the motors quickly fall
out of sync with each other – the chains rattle on at different rates of speed,
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creating a waterfall-like white noise, and the nubs hit different spots of each
cubicle, emitting more of a machine-shop hustle & bustle hum. Likewise, the
motions of the chains, which should be nearly identical, are quite varied, each
doing their own kind of dance at their own pace. (Licht, 2009)

4.2.4. “The User” (Emmanuel Madan / Thomas McIntosh) - Coincidence
Engines One and Two (2008)

Coincidence Engine One: Universal People’s Republic Time consists of an installation
with 1200 small alarm clocks placed in a structure with the shape of an amphitheatre
that envelops the listener. When in the center of the structure the sound of the clocks
comes from all around the listener, in rhythmic waves.

Coincidence Engine Two: Approximate Demarcator of Constellations in other Cosmos

is another installation by the Canadian duo, where 96 clocks are organized in a vertical
grid. The clocks are electronically modified, and instead of clicking once per second, they
are controlled in order create patterns and rhythms perceptible both in time (as varying
textures and rhythms) and also spatially.

4.2.5. Edwin van der Deide - Pneumatic sound field (2006)

Pneumatic Sound Field consists of a grid of 7 x 6 (= 42) independently
controllable discrete valves and four proportionally controllable valves with a
total width of about 10 meters and a total depth of about 20 meters. (Heide,
n.d.)

Compressed air is used (instead of speakers) to produce quick pressure changes, and
therefore sound. The valves are then played with different synchronicities in order to
create different rhythms, timbres and spatial sensations:

Pneumatic Sound Field uses spatial time delays of impulses over the 42
valves. By using different speeds, delays and repetitions a continuum is being
created between the spatial rhythmical patterns, spatial localization of sound,
movement of sound and the perception of tones and pitches. (Heide, n.d.)

4.2.6. Iannis Xenakis - Terretektorh (1966) and Nomos Gamma
(1967-1968)

Terretektorh, premiered in 1966, is an orchestral work by Iannis Xenakis for 88 musicians
scattered among the audience. Nommos Gamma, premiered an year later, sets 98 musi-
cians also scattered among the audience. In both pieces the audience and the musicians
are scattered inside a circle with a radius of about 40 meters. In these works sounds are
“passed around” through musicians, “clouds” emerge and dissipate. As Xenakis himself
describes it: “Terretektorh is thus a Sonotron: an accelerator of sonorous particles, a
desintegrator of sonorous masses”. (Xenakis, 2003).

The material for Terretektorh can be spatially divided into :
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“Stochastically distributed points which form a sound-field [...] created here
exclusively by the four percussion instruments assigned to each player. [...]
these fields seize horizontally the complete space of performance” and “are
stationary but also permanently changing”.

“Sound-planes with internal movement” using “Sirens and maracas” which
are “not distributed stochastically but organised in a strict polyrhythmic mat-
ter”.

“Static sounds or chords”, which are passed around between musicians cre-
ating the sensation of movement.

“Densely woven chromatic lines in the low register” which “are drawn like a
dense tangle of cords, or like waves which form the basis for the events taking
place above”.

“Continuously rising and descending pitches (e.g. glissandi)”.
(Harley, 1994)

4.2.7. Connections between the given examples

All the examples I have selected use a large number of sources which are acting together
to form masses, clouds of sound. In none of them is there actual movement of sound
sources (real or virtual trajectories), and all perceived movement by the listener is created
by a coherent organization and synchronization of the sounds across all of them. One
could argue that this is also the case of a panning system, since it uses a certain number
of speakers in coordinated fashion to place a virtual sound source in a certain location,
but the difference is that, with these “clouds” and “masses” even if there is movement
they are still occupying a certain region of space, they have extent, they are just more
compressed in one direction than in another, or have stronger timbric quality in one area
than in another area of space.

4.2.8. Images
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Figure 4.1.: Steve Heimbecker - Turbulence Sound Matrix - Signe (2008) (Heimbecker,
n.d.)
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Figure 4.2.: Robin Minard - S0UNDB1TS (2002) (Minard, n.d.)

Figure 4.3.: Zimoun and Pe Lang - Untitled Sound Objects (2008) (Zimoun, n.d.)
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Figure 4.4.: “The User” (Emmanuel Madan / Thomas McIntosh) - Coincidence Engines
One (2008) (user, n.d.)

Figure 4.5.: “The User” (Emmanuel Madan / Thomas McIntosh) - Coincidence Engines
two (2008) (user, n.d.)
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Figure 4.6.: Edwin Van Der Heide - Pneumatic Sound Field (2006) (Heide, n.d.)
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Figure 4.7.: Iannis Xenakis - Nomos Gamma (1967-1968) (Xenakis, 1968)
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5. SupaStrings

5.1. Concept

Due to my past musical experiences having been connected mainly with electric guitars
and other stringed instruments I have been fascinated by the string as a sound generating
device. The string has been documented to have been in use since at least since 2800B.C.
(Hickmann, 1954) and is used in instruments of many different cultures and ages. I have
also been fascinated by the Long String Instrument of Ellen Fullman (Fullman, 2003),
and the long string installations of Paul Panhuysen (Panhuysen, 1987).

The concept behind the SupaStrings project was to use the string at the same time
as a sound generator and as a diffuse spatializer, one that can create a field of sound
expanding over a certain spatial region. The main idea was to simulate long strings (but
without concerns about realism1) and then place these virtual strings in space either by
using a sound field recreation system such as the Wave Field Synthesis, or by direct use
of several speakers placed around a listening space in sufficient number to discretize the
strings. The strings should be sufficiently “long” that their sound is perceivable in an
extended range of the listening space (and not as a point source).

Correctly simulating a string is something best served by physical modeling, and with-
ing the several methods available for real-time operation I chose the Digital Wave Guide
(DWG) method for it’s simplicity and ease of implementation.

Usually string simulation by DWGs only makes available a single mono output. To
make a simulation of a string that can occupy a certain length in space one discretizes
the string into several points, or output ports, and then one adapts the model in such a
way that at each output port the correct physical output is produced according to where
the port is located along the string and to where the plucking of the string is taking place
(pick position).

Starting from the idea of having several strings which occupy a certain length in space,
the next step was to to let strings that had the same endpoint (being thus connected to
the same node) influence one another. In this way strings connected to the same node
could excite all other strings connected to the same node, creating one big network of
sounding strings in space.

Since the strings would be placed in a fixed position in space any suggestion of sound
movement would happen due to changes in parameters of the physical model, of each
string alone, and more importantly, of one string, or group of strings, in relation to
another string or group of strings.

1By realism I mean the accuracy of the simulation, that is, the degree to which the sound and behaviour
the simulation is similar to a real physical string, and is recognisable as such.
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5.2. Architecture

The system is divided into nodes, strings and exciters. Figure 5.1 on page 31 shows the
virtual sound stage in relation to the listener positions.

Node 1

Node 2

Node 3

Node 4

String 1

String 2

String 3

String 4

Exciter 1

Exciter 2

= Listener

Figure 5.1.: SupaStrings system overview

• Nodes:

– These are the locations in space where strings can attach their endpoints.
– A string attached to a node will interact with all other strings attached to

that node.
– Each node is assigned an id number and point in a two dimensional space.

• Strings:

– Each string is attached to two nodes.
– The physical model has an extensive list of properties that can be set in the

setup and changed during performance.
– Distortion can be added to the output of the string.
– The output is spatialized in different ways depending on the current operating

mode (wave field synthesis, ambisonics, quad, matrix)

• Exciters:

– There is a library with several synthesis functions that can be used to excite
the strings (e.g. white noise, brown noise, impulses, chaotic generators, etc.).

– Each exciter can be connected to several strings.
– The output of the exciter goes through an EQ.
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5.3. Digital Wave Guide simulation of strings

Digital Wave Guide synthesis is a physical modeling algorithm. Physical modeling has
the objective of recreating a real or imaginary physical system, whose physical laws are
(at least approximately) known. Physical modeling usually allows for rich interaction
between the user and the synthesis model, specially when dealing with MIDI/OSC con-
trollers or sensors. It also allows one to deal with parameters that are more familiar then
the more abstract parameters of traditional synthesis (string length, contact force, pick-
ing point, etc vs trigger rate, modulation index, etc.). Nevertheless, physical models, as
the name implies, are bound by the laws of physics, and their resulting sound cannot be
arbitrary as in other kinds of sound synthesis, which is a limiting factor. Physical models
can nevertheless be subverted by introducing non-physical conditions or laws that will
result in different sound and behaviour, while still maintaining some of the properties
of physical systems. One of the interesting features of physical models is that, like in
nature, they can generate complex behaviours out of simple rules, they are generative in-
stead of declarative, although this is not often explored in the audio industry or academic
research which is more interested in realistically mimicking traditional instruments.

There are several families of methods for implementing physical models. In the context
of pure scientific research the differential equations that govern a physical system are
usually approximated by numerical methods such as Finite Element Method (FEM) and
Boundary Element Method (BEM). Both FEM and BEM are highly accurate but are
quite CPU intensive and therefore unsuitable for real-time synthesis. These methods
have far reaching applications from aircraft design, to studying the structural safety
of buildings, and even in simulating the acoustics of yet to build concert halls. Finite
Difference methods have also been used to simulate physical instruments, specially to
model nonlinearities (Bank, Sc, & Sujbert, n.d.), but most often not in real-time due to
the complexity of the process. Finite Difference methods are more accurate than DWG
synthesis and allow a better simulation of nonlinearities, yet they are for the moment
unusable for most musical applications.

Digital Wave Guide synthesis is a simpler method then the ones just mentioned, requir-
ing less processing power (about 1/100th), and has been used successfully for real-time
synthesis.

For this project a physical model of a string was devised using digital waveguides
as a basic structure with the addition of other elements to simulate several types of
nonlinearities2.

For the SupaStrings system SuperCollider (McCartney, 2002) was used as the synthesis
environment, therefore small SuperCollider code snippets will be given to illustrate some
features of the digital waveguide model of a string.

2A nonlinear system is a system which does not respect the superposition principle, that is, a system in
which the output caused by two or more inputs is not the sum of the output of each input individually,
or in mathematical notation: f(a+ b) �= f(a) + f(b) and f(k · a) �= k · f(a).
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5.3.1. Digital Waveguide theory

The principles of Digital Waveguide theory have been explicitly formulated by Julius O.
Smith since the early 90’s. We will here follow his formulation of the theory (Smith,
1992, 1996).

Acoustic instruments are governed by the Wave Equation (
∂2u
∂t2 = c

2∇2
u) . In the case

of a string we are interested in the one-dimensional wave equation utt = c
2
uxx. While

Finite Difference methods try to obtain a solution of the equation by a process of dis-
cretization of the equation, the DWG synthesis method uses the D’Alembert solution
to the one-dimensional wave equation, which can be interpreted as two traveling waves
moving in opposite directions. To obtain a digital representation of the string, the trav-
eling waves are discretized and the physical output of the string is obtained by summing
the two traveling waves at a certain point along the modeled string.

The ideal (lossless, linear, flexible) vibrating string has wave equation given by

ky
��
= �ÿ

with k the string tension, e = mass
lenght the linear mass density and y = y(t, x) the string

displacement. This equation has a general solution of the form

y(x, t) = yr(x− ct) + yl(x+ ct) (5.1)

where c =

�
K/� and yr and yl are C

2 functions. To implement this solution digitally
one has to sample it with sampling frequency Fs =

1
T (for example Fs = 44.100Hz) which

will correspond to a spatial sampling interval of X = cT . The sampling is accomplished
using the following variable substitution

x → xm = mX

t → tn = nT

Substituting in (5.1) we get

y(tn, xm) = yr((n−m)T ) + yl((n+m)T )

Converting to a discrete linear system we get

y(tn, xm) = y
+
[n−m] + y

−
[n+m].

This is the basic scheme of a DWG which is represented as a block diagram in Figure
5.2 on page 34.

Notice that y
+and y

−can be seen as two infinite series of delay lines one running left
and the other right.

For practical applications the delay lines can be collapsed into just two delay lines of
M samples, and these delay lines can use interpolation in order to be able to output not
only at the discretized positions mX but at any continuous position ξ (Figure 5.3 on
page 34).
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y(nT,0)

y+(n)

y(nT,3X)

y-(n)

y+(n-3)

y+(n+3)

Figure 5.2.: ideal waveguide

Z-M

Z-M

+ +

...

... ...

...

y(nT,0)

y+(n)

y(nT,ξ)

y-(n)

y+(n-M)

y+(n+M)

Figure 5.3.: ideal waveguide with lumped delay lines

Up till now we were assuming the string is not restricted at any point, but we are
interested in the case where the string is rigidly attached at two endpoints at which
positions it cannot move (such as is the case of a guitar string). If the string has length
L then

y(t, 0) ≡ 0 y(t, L) ≡ 0

and if N is the total length of the delay loop (the time in samples it takes to go from
one end of the string to the other end and back) then

y
+
[n] = −y

−
[n]

y
+
[n−N/2] = −y

−
[n+N/2]

and the block diagram becomes as depicted in Figure 5.4 on page 35.
To initialize the string model the same input should be placed in the upper delay and

in the lower delay. Furthermore, if the string is non-ideal and presents losses these can
lumped and placed in the loop as G(ω), a frequency dependent filter called the string

loop filter. This filter used in this implementation has transfer function

HG(z) =
(1− s)

1− sz−1
,

where s ∈ [0, 1] (Figure 5.5 on page 35).
The SuperCollider implementation:
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Z-N/2
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Figure 5.4.: ideal waveguide with rigid terminations
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Figure 5.5.: Frequency response of String Loop LPF s = 0.5

lowp = { |in ,a| FOS.ar(in ,1+a.neg ,0, a) };

5.3.2. Multiple output ports

In Figure 5.6 on page 36 the variable x denotes the position of the input in the delay line
and y the position of the output with 0 ≤ x, y ≤ 1. Since this is a discrete system, if we
consider that the size of each delay line is M =

N
2 samples long, then x, y ∈ { i

M : 0 ≤
i ≤ M}. Afterwards we can consider that x, y can take any continuous value between 0

and 1 using interpolated delay lines.
The block diagram depicted in Figure 5.6 on page 36, called the bidirectional DWG

model could be directly implemented in a computer language such as c, but implementing
it in SC would be easier if we further refine the design in a such a way that we have only
one delay in the string loop (single delay-loop model or SDL) for then we can use the
stock delay objects of SC (DelayL.ar). To this end we would like to separate the pick
and pick-up contributions from the main string loop. We will start by re-arranging the
diagram in a way that is easier to visualize the necessary relations.

There are two cases we should consider:

1. x < y

2. y < x
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Z-N/2

Z-N/2

+

y+(n)

y(nT,ξ)

y-(n)

y+(n-N/2)

y+(n+N/2)
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-1

G(ω)
Fin

0 x y 1

Figure 5.6.: Lossy wave guide

We will see later that they are in fact equivalent, but for now we will start by analysing
case 1 (Figure 5.7 on page 36) .

Z-M Z-M

+

-1

G(ω)

-1

Output

input
input

a ayx

out1 out2

Figure 5.7.: case 1: x < y

The first thing we can do to simplify the diagram is isolate the output port, or pick-up

block. We can see that the output is the sum of two signals, out1 and out2, where out2

goes through a portion of the delay line of size 2a in relation to the signal out1 and is
multiplied by −1. Since a = 1−y, the size of the delay travelled is P1 = 2a

N
2 = (1−y)N .

The output can be consolidated into a pick-up filter (Figure 5.8 on page 36).

Z-M Z-M

+

-1

G(ω)

-1

Output
input

input

a ayx

Z-(1-y)N
pick-up

-1

Figure 5.8.: consolidated pick-up

Due to linearity we can switch G(ω) with one of the delay lines and “rotate” the whole
diagram around (Figure 5.9 on page 37).

Now we can easily see that, again, the input is going through a portion of the delay
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Figure 5.9.:

Z-M Z-M

-1

G(ω)

-1

input

a

pick-up output

x

+Z-xN
picking

-1

yb c

Figure 5.10.: Consolidated pick filter

line of size 2b with b = x so that the delay incurred is P2 = 2x
N
2 = xN . The input can

therefore be consolidated into a pick filter (Figure 5.10 on page 37).
With both pick (input) and pick-up blocks consolidated we can now cancel out the two

multiplications by −1 and consolidate the two delay lines into another two delay lines
with relative lengths of respectively b = (y−x) and 1+a+c = 1+(1−y+x) = 2−y+x

corresponding to delay sizes of

D1 = bM =
y − x

2
N

and
D2 = (1 + a+ c)M = (1 +

x− y

2
)N

(Figure 5.11 on page 37).
Taking the delay D1 out of the loop will cause the loop delay to consolidate to D1 +

D2 = N (Figure 5.12 on page 38).

pick pick-upz-D1

z-D2

input output

G(ω)

Figure 5.11.:
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pick pick-upz-D1input output

z-N

G(ω)

string loop

Figure 5.12.:

pick-upinput

z-N

G(ω)

string loop

z-D1 pick-up

pick/pick-up filter

Figure 5.13.: string loop and pick/pick-up blocks

Finally, due to linearity we can consolidate the pick, pick-up and z
−D1delay into a

block. The reason for doing so will become apparent later.
The block diagram in Figure 5.13 on page 38 can be easily implemented in SC using

just DelayL objects.
We should now turn our attention to case 2, where y ≤ x. Schematically case 1 is

represented by Figure 5.14 on page 38 and case 2 by Figure 5.15 on page 39.
It’s easily seen that case 2 can be converted into case 1 by “rotating” the delay lines

around in the block diagram with resulting block diagram in Figure 5.16 on page 39.
Notice that the origin from where x and y are being considered as now been inverted,

such that case 2 is equivalent to case 1 with x
�
= 1− x and y

�
= 1− y. So we could now

just use a conditional gate to determine which values to introduce in the delays in Figure
5.13 on page 38 depending on whether we are in case 1 or case 2, but a new issue would

Z-M Z-M

-1

G(ω)

-1

output

yx

input input
ouput

0 1

Figure 5.14.: case 1
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Figure 5.15.: case 2
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1 0

Figure 5.16.: case 2 “rotated”

arise because the delays would be different if x < y and if x > y which would create a
“clicking” sound when x = y.

Fortunately, if we deconstruct the series of delays in the pick/pick-up block into a
number of parallel delays the issue will be resolved. Lets us first analyse the pick/pick-
up block for case 1 (Figure 5.17 on page 39).

+Z-(1-y)N

-1

Z-(y-x)/2N+Z-xN

-1

input output

Figure 5.17.: pick/pick-up block

Let a = x, b = y−x
2 and c = (1− y), then the transfer function of this block will be

H(z) = (−z
−aN

+ 1)(z
−bN

)(−z
−cN

+ 1)

= (−z
−(a+b)N

+−z
−bN

)(−z
−cN

+ 1)

= z
−(a+b+c)N − z

−(b+c)N − z
−(a+b)N

+−z
−bN

= z
−l1N − z

−l2N − z
−l3N +−z

−l4N

with

l1 = a+ b+ c = x+
y − x

2
+ (1− y)

= 1 +
x− y

2

= 1− y − x

2
,
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l2 = a+ b = x+
y − x

2

=
x+ y

2
,

l3 = b+ c =
y − x

2
+ (1− y)

= 1− x+ y

2
,

and

l4 = b =
y − x

2
.

Case 2 will be the same with the change of variable mentioned above which gives
x = 1− x

� and y = 1− y
�. If we substitute in the equations above we have

l
�
1 = a

�
+ b

�
+ c

�
= x

�
+

y
� − x

�

2
+ (1− y

�
)

= (1− x) +
(1− y)− (1− x)

2
+ y

= 1− x− y

2
,

l
�
2 = a

�
+ b

�
= x

�
+

y
� − x

�

2

= (1− x) +
(1− y)− (1− x)

2

= 1− x+ y

2
,

l
�
3 = b

�
+ c

�
=

y
� − x

�

2
+ (1− y

�
)

=
x− y

2
+ y

=
x+ y

2
,

and

l
�
4 = b

�
=

y
� − x

�

2

=
x− y

2
.
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Notice that l
�
2 = l3 and l

�
3 = l2 and that the remaining cases are also equal with the

exception of one sign. But since for case 2 we have y < x then

l
�
4 =

x− y

2
=

|x− y|
2

and for case 1 x < y which means

l4 =
y − x

2
=

|y − x|
2

=
|x− y|

2
= l

�
4.

And the same happens for l
�
1 and l1:

l
�
1 =1− x− y

2

=1− |x− y|
2

l1 = 1− y−x
2

= 1− |y−x|
2

= 1− |x−y|
2

= l
�
1.

So we now conclude that using the diagram depicted in Figure 5.18 on page 41 will
work for either cases and can be directly implemented in SC, with

k1 = 1− |x−y|
2

k2 =
x+y
2

k3 = 1− x+y
2

k4 =
|x−y|

2 .

Z-k1N + output

Z-k2N

Z-k3N

Z-k4N

input

Figure 5.18.: final form of pick/pick-up filter

The SC code for this block is the following.
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pick_pickup = { |in, pick , pickup , delayTime|
var xminusy , xplusy;
xminusy = (pick+pickup.neg).abs/2;
xplusy = (pick+pickup)/2;
(
DelayL.ar(in ,1,(1+ xminusy.neg)*delayTime) +
DelayL.ar(in ,1,(1+ xplusy.neg)*delayTime) +
DelayL.ar(in ,1,xplusy*delayTime) +
DelayL.ar(in ,1,xminusy*delayTime)
);

}; ✆
Now equipped with the main building blocks for a waveguide simulation of a string we

can realize the original idea of simulating a string that occupies a certain (large) region
in space. To do so one has to discretize the string into several points along the length of
the string and obtain the corresponding physical output of the waveguide (Figure 5.19
on page 42).

pick/pick-up

pick/pick-up

pick/pick-up

pick/pick-up

output 1

output 2

output 3

output 4

string

Figure 5.19.: Multi-output port

For each point of output one pick/pick-up block is created. If points is an array with
the positions of the string (values between 0 and 1) then the SC code for this would be
points.collect{ |point|

pick_pickup.value(in ,pick ,point ,delayTime)
};

5.3.3. Simulation of nonlinearities.

String stiffness and inharmonicity

A stiff string is a string that is not perfectly elastic, that is, it resists bending with
a restoring force proportional to the bending angle of the string. The result is that
the high-frequency components travel faster than the low-frequency components. The
partials instead of being perfect harmonics of the fundamental follow the law

fn = nf1

�
1 +Bn2
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where B depends on the material and dimensions of the strings (Keane, 2004).
This effect can be implemented in the wave-guide model by introducing an all-pass

filter in the main string loop (Jaffe & Smith, 1983). The all-pass filter used has transfer
function

Hd(z) =
a+ z

−1

1 + az−1

and the SC code is

allp = { |in ,a| FOS.ar(in,a,1,a.neg) };

Generally a negative value of a would have been used, which would have delayed the
lower frequencies more than the high frequencies (phase delay), and would require a re-
tuning of the main delay in the string loop to keep the string at the same fundamental
frequency. In the SupaStrings system case, after some listening tests, a positive value of
a was used instead (non-physical) which keeps the low partials more a less in the same
frequency but detunes the high partials down to a lower frequency.

Nonlinear Dual-Polarization String Model

A string of a real instrument which has a bridge and neck vibrates in two transverse
polarizations, vertical and horizontal. Typically the actual string length in both polar-
izations is not the same and this causes a mistuning between them which in turn causes
beats and a two-stage decay to appear. Following the design laid out in (Karjalainen,
Välimäki, & Tolonen, 2007) we use two parallel string loop blocks with different values
for the delay time, low pass filter and all pass filter.

If the string was truly rigidly terminated then the two polarizations would be com-
pletely independent. In reality a string is never rigidly terminated, otherwise no sound
would pass through the bridge to the body, and this fact causes the two polarizations
to be coupled. To take into account this phenomenon in our model, the output of the
horizontal polarization is fed into the vertical polarization, and also to the other coupled
strings present, while the input from all the other coupled strings is fed into the vertical
polarization loop. This ensures that the system is always stable, since no feedback can
occur between the strings.

Nonlinear coupling of transverse and longitudinal modes of vibration

It has been noticed for some time that not all partials present in string sounds, such as
the strings of a piano, can be attributed to the transverse modes of vibration (Conklin Jr,
1999). The transverse waves provoke a change in the shape of the string which in turn
causes the tension of the string to be modulated, affecting the longitudinal waves and
causing new partials to appear. These partials called “phantom partials” appear therefore
due to coupling between the transverse and longitudinal modes of the string, and have
frequencies ωC ± ωk where ωC is a transverse vibration frequency close to the frequency
of one longitudinal mode and ωk are the normal inharmonic frequencies of the transverse
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Figure 5.20.: Single delay-loop structure with consolidated pluck and body wavetables,
pluck-position comb filter, dual-polarity string models, and sympathetic
couplings between strings (Välimäki et al., 1999)

vibration. This phenomenon was modelled following the design in (Bensa & Daudet,
2004) which is laid out in Figure 5.21 on page 45.

In this design the output of the DWG is ring modulated with a filtered version of
itself, with the frequencies of the peaks of the filter corresponding to the partials of the
longitudinal vibration (fL, 2fL , etc). In our implementation we used resonator filters
tuned to the 20 firsts partials of the longitudinal vibration. The SC code for this block
is

resonator = { |in ,freq|
20. collect{ |i| Resonz.ar(in, freq*(i+1), 0.01) }.sum

};

out = stringDWG + (longtLevel*stringDWG*resonator .(stringDWG ,16*
freq)); ✆

where stringDWG is the output of the DWG and the first longitudinal mode was con-
sidered to be at 16 times the fundamental frequency of transverse vibration.

5.3.3.1. Discontinuous nonlinearity - nonlinear chatter.

Another type of nonlinearity happens when the string encounters an obstacle such as a
secondary bridge and during a small moment this shortens the length of the string and
high frequencies are introduced into the system. This happens for example in the frets of
a guitar or in a sitar. To implement this model a scattering bridge is placed in the middle
of the delay lines (Figure 5.22 on page 45). We then measures the overall displacement
of the string and when it goes above a certain predetermined value, the scattering bridge
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Figure 5.21.: DWG with transverse-longitudinal mode coupling simulation (Bensa &
Daudet, 2004)

“closes” and the signal is reflected back, recirculating until the energy decreases and the
scattering bridge opens again (Cook, 2002).

Figure 5.22.: Simple nonlinear chatter DWG Model (Cook, 2002)

Although this feature was eventually not used in the SupaStrings system a working
SC version was constructed for testing (see Appendix A)

5.3.3.2. Distortion and acoustic feedback

Finally a model of electric guitar distortion and amplifier acoustic feedback was added
based on a design in (Smith, 2007). The distortion was implemented via waveshaping
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using the function

f(x) =






−2
3 , x ≤ −1

x− x3

3 , −1 < x < 1

2
3 , x � 1

and the the overall signal path can be seen in Figure 5.23 on page 46.

DWG string model cubic nonlinearitypick/pick-up

string-air-amp delay

g

Amp 
follower

> 
tresh

random
delay time feedback distortion 

block

Figure 5.23.: Electric Guitar distortion and amplifier feedback simulation.

When the feedback starts to happen in the circuit, usually resulting in a very precise
frequency range, and the level goes above a certain selectable threshold the string-amp-air
delay time is randomized causing the circuit to oscillate and stabilize in a new feedback
frequency. Depending on the threshold this process can happen hundreds of times per
second, which results in a noisy sound or it can happen once every couple of seconds,
resulting in slow changes from old to new feedback frequency. The SC pseudo-code:

distort = { |in| if(in <1.neg , 2.neg/3, if(in >1, 2/3, in -(in **3/3))
) };

amplitude = (Amplitude.kr(loopStart [2]));
thresh = amplitude >= fBthresh;
ampFBHz = ampFBHz +Lag.ar(fBDev*Latch.ar(WhiteNoise.kr ,HPZ1.kr(

thresh)),fBLag);
ampDelay = ampFBHz.reciprocal - blocksize;

...
outAmp = pick_pickup .(out ,pick ,ampPickup ,del1)*ampPre;
outAmp = distort .( outAmp);
outAmp = DelayL.ar(outAmp ,0.1, ampDelay);
outAmp = outAmp*ampFB;
LocalOut.ar([stringh ,stringv ,outAmp ]);
out = (out*(1- distMix))+( outAmp*ampPost*distMix); ✆
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Final design

We can now assemble all the blocks together to form the final design (Figure 5.24 on
page 47) with the string loop specified in Figure 5.25 on page 47.
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Figure 5.24.: Final model of the DWG string
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input ouput

Figure 5.25.: DWG string loop

The SC code for the complete string can be found in Appendix B. The actual version
implemented in the SupaStrings system is somewhat different adding flags to turn off
parts of the DSP in case they are not needed and also providing different spatialization
options for the multiple outputs (WFS, ambisonics, UHJ, modular).

5.4. Implementation

5.4.1. Programming environment

To implement the SupaStrings system the audio synthesis programming language Super-
Collider was chosen (McCartney, 2002).

SuperCollider (SC) consists of a rich object oriented language (SCLang), a GUI system
and an efficient audio engine (SCServer). SuperCollider uses a client-server architecture,
which enables one computer to control various SCServers (where the actual audio syn-
thesis takes place) across multiple computers, as is the case in the case of the Wave Field
Synthesis system of the Game Of Life foundation in Leiden (WFS-GOL).3

3This Wave Field Synthesis system is owned by the foundation The Game of Life, based in the Nether-
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The system was implemented as a set of classes within SCLang. During the develop-
ment of the system, besides the main classes of the SupaStrings system other classes were
created to deal with several general problems, and thus along-side the SupaStrings sys-
tem a library of classes was developed to deal with GUI systems and synth instantiation
(SynthWrap), Midi control, higher level control through a parameter space (MultiParam-
eterSpace) and setups using several computers as is the case of the WFS-GOL rendering
(Cluster Library).

The system was conceived in the style of a complete standalone computer program,
with a graphical use interface (GUI) for configuration and for performance, and the
ability to save and load a configuration file from disk. Since the system is running in
SCLang it is also fully scriptable.

As mentioned already, the synthesis takes place in the SC servers.
For each string and each exciter an individual (and unique) SynthDef4 is created,

according to all the information in the setup, depending on the DSP elements activated
and on the spatialization procedure being used. These SynthDefs are sent to the server
when the user presses play on the GUI, and the synths are then created on the server.

5.4.2. Setup

Before any synthesis is initiated a setup object (SupaSetup class) must be constructed.
This object holds all the necessary information to create the various synths, load them to
the server and setup the GUI, MIDI and OSC control for performance. It holds instances
of the setup objects for strings, nodes, exciters, groups, view groups and volumes (an
explanation of the working of the setup classes can be found in Appendix D).

The Groups are used to allow control of several strings at the same time. When the
GUI of a group is used all strings belonging to that group are set to the same value of
that GUI plus a certain choosable randomization value.

The View Groups allow to better organize the strings GUI’s in the screen assigning
them a color and a label.

Each Node, String and Exciter is assigned an ID, which consists of an integer number
starting at 1. The ID’s are used to determine, among other things, which strings are
connected to each Node, and calculate which strings need to be connected to which other
strings in the synthesis process.

When developing a setup for a particular performance the construction of the Setup
Class is done also in SC Lang, in an algorithmic fashion. This allows to quickly change

lands. Raviv Ganchrow was responsible for the hardware design and initial algorithm development,
and Wouter Snoei with the assistance of Jan Trützschler von Falkenstein completed the software
development. The project was initiated by Arther Sauer in collaboration with Erwin Roebroeks and
Gosuin van Heeswijk. It consists of 192 individual speakers fed by 192 channels of discrete audio,
controlled by two computers, each with an 8 core processor. Since the SCServer is not multi-processor
aware at the moment, to use all the computing power of the computers 8 SCServers are running on
each computer and being controller by a third computer.

4The SC architecture is composed of Synths (where synthesis take place) and groups which represent a
leaf in the Node Tree of the server and hold other synths or groups. SynthDefs hold a representation
of the DSP graph to be created in the server, which are instantiated as Synths.
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the overall parameters of the setup such as the number of strings, the frequencies and
ratios of each string, the location of each node (and consequently each string) in space.
In some cases a GUI in constructed to allow quick changes of the overall features of the
setup.

5.4.3. Initialization

After the setup object is loaded the user is presented a with a GUI where he can change
some of the setup parameters (for quick testing) and start up the synthesis. The initial-
ization process consists of several steps:

1. The actual SC servers to be used are retrieved according with the spatialization
choice (WFS servers or sound card connected to laptop).

2. A list is constructed specifying which strings are connected to each Node.

3. The string and exciter instances are created and passed the corresponding setup
object.

4. An OSC bundled is created to be sent to the servers.

5. Several SC groups are created in the servers for the exciters, strings, EQ, distor-
tion, WFS panning and the connection synths that route sound from one string to
another and from the exciters to the strings.

6. The strings, exciter, EQ and distortion synths are deployed into the corresponding
group.

7. Using the list created in step 2 synths are created to connect the strings between
themselves and the exciters to the strings.

8. If in WFS mode the panning synths are created.

9. If in WFS mode, the system checks if the master computer is synced to the WFS
servers (see Annex E) and sends the bundle to the servers to be played immediately
(by default in a couple of seconds).

10. The GUI is created, and it is connected to the synths in an Model-View-Controller
fashion.

5.4.4. Spatialization

Each node is assigned a location in a 2D space ( an (x, y) value ). Each string is discretized
into n points placed on the line connecting the two nodes to which the string is connected.
For example, if the string has one endpoint at (−1, 0) and another endpoint at (1, 0) and
it is discretized into 3 points, then these points would be placed at (−1, 0), (0, 0) and
(1, 0).
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More generally, Let’s suppose a string is connected to nodes N1 = (x1, y1) and N2 =

(x2, y2) and is discretized into N points {p1, ..., pN}. Then the location of point i of the
string is

pi = N1 ∗ (1−
i− 1

N − 1
) +N2 ×

i− 1

N − 1
.

The corresponding pickup position to be used in the string synth is nevertheless a bit
different. Since the pickup position is a value between 0 and 1 and the values 0 and 1
themselves are to be avoided because of the resulting filter coefficients, then the pickup
position for point pi would be i

N+1 . The pickup position will therefore have values in the
range [

1
N+1 ,

N
N+1 ].

This abstract spatial map (a set of N positions for each string) can then be realized
using any spatialization techniques available. For this masters project I have been en-
gaged with the WFS system of the Game of Life Foundation. The system’s software
was designed originally using SuperCollider which allowed me to easily interface it with
the SupaStrings system. At the moment when I started using the system there was no
provided way to use it in real-time, so I constructed myself a library for this purpose:
RT_WFS (see Appendix E).

5.4.5. Real-time control

The system was designed from the start to be used for real-time performance. It can be
used with a GUI (keyboard and mouse), using a MIDI controller or using a multitouch
controller (iPhone).

The workflow of the system is as follows: one starts by making a setup file in SC
stating where the nodes are, which strings are connected to which nodes, the values
for the strings parameters, the exciters, etc. From this file the main GUI window is
invoked. At first the GUI displays the setup values for the strings, exciters and nodes
and allows to change these values. The setup can be saved and loaded to a file. The
synthesis is then started which initiates the calculations of the network of strings, creates
the corresponding SynthDefs, sends them to the server and then initializes all the synths
and creates the real-time control tabs in the window from where the parameters of the
currently running string networks can be changed. After starting up the string network
and changing values it is possible to bring the new values back to the setup object and
then to save the setup to disk, thus allowing to save “snapshots” of the system state.

5.4.6. Graphical User Interface

Both for performance and for prior exploration of the system a Graphical User Interface
was needed to have access and manipulate the synthesis of parameters of the strings.
One problem that presented itself was that due to the vast amount of parameters5 it
became necessary to find ways to deal with the number of parameters with a higher level

5Typically the system will have from 10 to 20 strings playing at the same time and sometimes up
to 8 exciters. Each strings has 23 individual parameters, so with 20 strings that amounts to 460
parameters.
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Figure 5.26.: GUI - Group view

of abstraction. Since I was interested in using the system for real-time performance, it
was important to be able to quickly have access and change between the most important
parameters, or groups of parameters, for each each specific performance.

Although each parameter of synthesis was still available for control in the form of knob
in the GUI, other methods were implemented to control groups of parameters: the use of
groups to assign the same value to several parameters and the use of a parameter space

that allows interpolation between presets of an extensive number of parameters at the
same time.

When starting the system, after the setup object is loaded into SupaStringMain, a
window is created. The main window has a toolbar with several functions: a menu with
load/save functions for all the settings and for presets; play, stop, pause buttons, MIDI
activation, VCA control, Recording, etc. On the main view of the window there are
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Figure 5.27.: TouchOSC interface

various tabs: one tab containing a representation of the setup object, allowing tweaking
of values, and several tabs with GUIs for real-time control.

A GUI was created representing each string with knobs allowing the possibility to
display all these controls at the same time, in order to explore what were the most
important parameters and how they could be grouped.

To facilitate real-time control a higher level layer of control was implemented, allowing
to aggregate several strings in control groups (SupaGroupSetup). When a parameter is
set in a group all the strings that belong to that group are set to the same value plus
a random deviation. The deviation amount can be set on the gui for each parameter
(outer ring - see Figure 5.26 on page 51).

A flexible MIDI control system was also implemented using a 9 fader + 9 knob MIDI
device to control any of the parameters of the string network. Since there are many more
parameters than actual physical faders and knobs, and since the controller did not have
motorized control, a MIDI control system was developed that allows to quickly assign
the the MIDI faders and knobs to controls on screen. If the value of fader coming in to
SC was used directly each time the fader was assigned to a different control, the new
control would jump to the value of the fader, which would make the system unusable.
To solve this problem a relative control mode was implemented. In this mode when a
fader is moved only the delta from the last fader position is recorded and this delta is
added to whatever parameter it is assigned to. Also the sensitivity of fader can be set
such that a certain displacement of the fader of size x can correspond to an actual delta
for the controller of y = kx with k an settable sensitivity parameter.

Finally, for live performances, an interface was design using TouchOSC6 running in an
iPhone. For each performance the critical parameters of the string network were chosen
and an interface was designed to control them using both the multitouch display and
the accelerometers. This allows for control of the SupaStrings system without need to
look at or interact with the laptop, which makes interfacing with the system much more
natural and intuitive, allowing one to focus just on the parameters that were chosen for
a particular performance.

6TouchOSC is a proprietary application for the iPhone that allows for multitouch control of faders,
rotary knobs, x/y pads, etc. It allows to switch between several pages of controllers. It communicates
with SC via the OSC protocol. http://hexler.net/software/touchosc
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5.4.7. Preset System - MultiParameterSpace

Figure 5.28.: GUI - MultiParameterSpaceEditor

Besides the control mechanisms already introduced above, a third one was developed: a
preset system associated to a two-dimensional space (MultiParameterSpace MPS - Figure
5.28 on page 53)7. This preset system can record any of the values of the parameters
of synths running in the server, and associate them with a point in space. The user is
presented with a square canvas with a red dot denoting the current position, by right
clicking on the canvas the user can add a new preset, then by moving the red dot he can
interpolate between all the presets. In MultiParameterSpace there are several Collections

which can hold just some of the parameters of the synths, in such a way to allow several
separate preset spaces to be created and to assign parameters to them.

As an example if we had 3 synths, all 3 with parameters amp and frequency, we could
assign amp to the 1st collection and frequency to the 2nd collection in a MultiParame-
terSpace. We could on the other hand assign both parameters of synth 1 to collection 1,
synth 2 to collection 2 and so forth. Each parameter has a default value, and the farther
away the current location is from all recorded preset points the more towards the default
value the result will tend.

Let’s consider now just one parameter with default value a and weighting factor α. If

7This system is based on the ParameterSpace class by Marije Baalman and on the Paraspace class by
Thor Magnusson.
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−→
x = (x, y) is the current location, −→xi = (xi, yi) is the recorded position of preset i, ai is
the value of the parameter for preset i, then the current output of the preset system for
this parameter will be

a+
�N

i=1
ai−a

�−→x−−→xi�α

�N
i=1

1
�−→x−−→xi�α

.

This preset system allows to control an extensive number of parameters using a quite
simple interface, it also associates a state, or preset, to an aural result abstracting from
what actually caused that aural result (at least for linear systems, although for non-linear
systems even if going back to a preset will not produce the exact same result it can still be
similar, e.g. noisy, pitchy, etc.). One drawback of the current implementation is that all
presets are summed into the final result no matter how far way they are from the current
position in the preset space, and that means that with more and more presets the position
anywhere on the space tends to be an average of all the presets unless the position is very
close to one particular preset. This could be solved by only considering a couple of preset
points near the current position, for example using Voronoi tessellation (Bencina, 2005).
Another drawback is that when the number of presets increases the computational cost
also increases, a condition that can also be solved by using Voronoi tessellation since only
the neighbour points are computed irrespectively of the total number of points present.

5.4.7.1. Movements in the Preset Space

The presets can be interpolated by changing the current position in the space, which
is controlled by moving the red dot on the GUI. The MPS also allows for automated
movements through the preset space. These can be of 3 types:

1. Recorded movements. The user presses record, moves the cursor and then press
stop. The recorded movement will loop.

2. Movements defined by mathematical expressions, e.g. (x(t), y(t)) = (cos(θt), sin(θt)).

3. Movements defined by ordinary differential equations8(ODEs).

The ODEs simulation was implemented by the usual discretization techniques. It allows
for several solving methods such as Euler or Runge-Kutta order 2-4. It allows for ODE’s
of any order and systems of ODE’s of any order9. Using this system allows for very diverse
types of movements can be simulated such as springs, pendulums, chaotic pendulums, or
chaotic systems (Duffing, Rosseler attractor, etc). The parameters of the equation can
all be changed in real time (e.g. spring stiffness, dispersion, etc).

8An ODE is a differential equation involving only one independent variable and one or more of it’s
derivatives. If y(x) is the unknown function, and y(n)is the nth derivative of y then the general form
of an ODE is F (x, y, y�, ..., y(n−1)) = y(n).

9The ODE simulation system has been added to the MathLib Quark of SuperCollider which is available
for download using the Quarks interface.
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Definition of a movement for MultiParameterSpace
// Rosseler attractor
f = { |a,b,c,dt|

var rungekutta , eqf , x0 = 0.1,y0=0.1, z0=0, t0=0;

eqf = [
{|t,x,y,z| (y+z).neg},
{|t,x,y,z| x+(a.value*y) },
{|t,x,y,z| b.value + (z*(x-c.value)) }].as(NFunc);

rungekutta = RK4(eqf ,dt ,t0 ,[x0 ,y0,z0]);

[{ var v = rungekutta.next; Point(v[0],v[1]) *0.01 }
,{|x0,y0| rungekutta.y = [x0,y0 ,0]/0.01 }]

};

parameters = [
(\name: "a", \spec:[0,1,\lin].asSpec ,\ initVal: 0.2),
(\name: "b", \spec:[0,1,\lin].asSpec ,\ initVal: 0.2),
(\name: " c ", \spec :[0,20,\lin].asSpec ,\ initVal: 14)];

list.put(’Rossler attractor ’,(\ movement: MovementSetup(f,
parameters ,’Rossler attractor ’))); ✆

5.5. Exploring the System

After having completed this system I set out to explore it’s possibilities. Because the
system was based on an initial somewhat abstract idea, experimentation proved that
some elements present in the original concept were not realizable, or not interesting,
and other elements which were not part of the initial motivation emerged as interesting
possibilities. This is not surprising, since that is the modus operandi of any experimental
approach.

One such element that ended up not being used was the possibility to let the output
of all (or some) strings reflow into the rest of the network freely. This turned out to be
technically challenging because very quickly feedback would set in, and for the system to
remain stable the output at every string input and output would have to be controlled
precisely to avoid feedback. To do this with just 3 strings was quite difficult, to do it
with 20 was impossible. In the end in most string networks, the strings were allowed to
flow into other strings but never allowing the circuit to close in order to avoid feedback.
One possible future avenue for exploration will be to design an automated system that
can control the feedback between all the strings, and guaranty stability at all times.
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One string

The first element to explore was the sound of a single string placed in the virtual space. A
series of tests were conducted in the WFS-GIL system, to test the localization properties
of a single string under a different set of configurations. The parameters changed were
the number of points into which the string is subdivided, meaning the number of point
sources used in the WFS to represent the string (number of points), the positions of the
nodes (A,B) and the type of excitation10. The WFS-GOL system at the time of the
tests was installed in a room with a hard floor, wooden ceiling, and 4 cast iron columns
placed equally spaced in the middle of the room. The walls are made of exposed brick.
The room does not have almost any absorbing materials, and as such reflections from the
walls, floor and ceiling play an important role in the acoustics, and probably interfere
with the correct operation of the WFS system. The room can be seen in Figure 5.29.

Figure 5.29.: WFS-GOL system

10The code used for the tests is the companion DVD to the thesis.
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Figure 5.30.: String Test 1

Test 1 : freq = 46Hz, number of points = 3, excitation = Brown noise and

Ai = Bi = γi with γ1 = (5, 0), γ2 = (3.34, 0), γ3 = (1.67, 0) , γ4 = (0, 0).

To test the WFS system itself the two nodes were placed on the same position, meaning
all the sources for each string were in the same position in the WFS, which means the
string is acting as one single point source. For γ1 the localization of the string was very
clear, and stable. When walking around the room the source continued to appear to be
in the correct position. Even when approaching the speakers, standing one meter from
them and some 3 meters to the side of where the virtual source is, I did not hear any
sound coming from the speakers at all (a quite peculiar experience), after that point the
sound from the speakers becomes audible and the effect is destroyed.

Things are quite different for γi, i = 2, 3, 4, because these are focused sources. With
γ4 the sound seems to come from all around the room, and it’s quite unclear where the
source is exactly. For γ2 and γ4, when standing in the middle of the room the perceived
direction of the sources is the correct one, although their exact location is difficult to
pinpoint, not being clear if they are in front or behind of the array. when comparing
these two sources with γ1 (A/B comparison) it was easy to determine that γ1 was farther
away. When walking towards the sources at γ2 and γ3, as one gets closer, it appears that
a beam of high frequencies is pointed at us. Slight movements of the head will put us in
and out of this very thin beam. When one finds the exact location of the source, then
the source seems to be very close, and with small rotating movements of the head it will
cause the source to appear to rotate quite fast in the opposite direction. By taking a
step back the effect completely disappears and localization becomes very blurry again.
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Figure 5.31.: String Test 2

Test 2 - Location in the virtual sound stage: freq = 46Hz, number of points = 3,

excitation = Brown noise and γi = [Ai, Bi] with a1 = 5, a2 = 3.34, a3 = 1.67 , a4 = 0

and Ai = (ai,−4), Bi = (ai, 4).

Standing in the center of the room, and doing an A/B comparison between the strings,
the relative distance was correctly perceived, that is γi was perceived farther aways than
γj for i < j. It was not clear if γ2 was in front or behind the speaker line. γ3 seemed
to be more clearly localized inside the room. γ4 which is dead center in the middle of
the virtual sound stage was perceived has being without a doubt inside the speakers
rectangle, but sounded like it was coming from all around, and not quite from the center.

Test 3 - Number of points: freq = 46Hz, number of points = 3,4,5,6,7,8 excitation

= Brown noise and A = (5,−4), B = (5, 4).

For this test the string was kept at the same position (outside the speakers rectangle)
and the number of points per string varied from 3 to 8. It was clear that in all of the test
cases a certain wideness was perceived although it was not crystal clear where the string
started and ended. By doing A/B comparisons between the several test cases it was
apparent that with a higher number of points there was a boost of the low frequencies.
With more points the sound also seemed richer. Some specific number of points had
more pleasing aural qualities, undoubtedly because the points would happen to fall on
positions where the harmonics combined in a (subjective) pleasant way.
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Figure 5.32.: String Test 3

Test 4 - Pick Position: freq = 46Hz, number of points = 3, excitation = Brown

noise, Impulses and A = (5,−4), B = (5, 4).

For this test the string was again kept at a fixed position and the pick position was
changed during the listening test. Both with an impulse generator and with brown
noise the exact picking position was not detectable. With brown noise the sound the
sound seemed to come from the whole of the string length. With the impulse generator
the location from which the sound apparently came from changed as I walked around
the room, appearing to follow me. While changing the picking position the spectrum
modulations caused by the sweeping comb filters suggested movement, although it was
not clear to which direction it was occurring.

Simple string networks

The next step was to explore several simple string networks. The string networks con-
structed had up to 3 strings connected in series. We can start by considering the simplest
cases where there was no bifurcation:

1. An exciter connected to one string.

2. An exciter connected to 2 strings in series.

3. An exciter connected to 3 strings in series.

When a string was excited with sound of another string the high frequency content
was attenuated and the number of beats present increased: the sound was more complex.
When using 3 strings in series (and listening just to the output of the last string) the
sound was mellow since almost all the high frequencies from the original exciter were
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Figure 5.33.: 3 simple string networks

filtered out, and the high frequencies present were created by the string itself (mostly
due to the longitudinal block). When using a continuous exciter such as noise the location
in space of the strings was noticeable, but appeared as constant. When using pulses one
could hear the progression (a couple of ms) of the sound through the 3 string network in
space (going from string 1 to string 2 to string 3).

From this basic networks, more complex ones were devised where several strings at-
tached to each node.

exciter
s1

s2
s3

s4

s5
s6

Figure 5.34.: Network N1

In network N1 one string is excited and in turn excites other 5 strings. The frequencies
of the second group of strings we’re usually chosen in such a way that they would resonate
the most with the string 1, therefore in a first approach, by choosing frequencies whose
harmonics would line up with the harmonics of string 1 (even though the the strings are
slightly inharmonic this principle still works in practice). The frequency sets I used most
often were:

• The harmonics of the fundamental frequency of s1 . If string s1 has frequency fs1

then string sn would have either frequency (n−1)fs1or nfs1 , depending on whether
one wanted the fundamental frequency of s1 to be emphasized or not.

• The N first most consonant11 intervals of the harmonic series12. These are 1/1,
2/1, 3/2, 5/4, 7/4, 9/8, 11/8, 13/8, 15/8, 17/16, 19/16, 21/16, 23/16, 25/16,
27/16, 29/16, 31/16, etc.

11consonance is this context (just intonation) will be correlated with how small are the integers that
make up the interval m

n between the two frequencies.
12The harmonic series is {f, 2f, 3f, 4f, ...}
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• A set of intervals from the harmonic series selected as follows: One chooses first up
to which prime number to go, e.g. 2, 3, 5, 7, 9. and then for each prime number up
until which power to go, e.g. 3,3

2
= 9, 3

3
= 27 and then reduce all the numbers to

fractions between 1 and 2 by dividing by a high enough powers of 2 (e.g. 3 → 3
2).

Depending on the frequencies chosen different sets of harmonics are emphasized. Also
the string s1 can be one octave higher or lower than the other strings, again changing
the harmonic content of the resulting sound. Depending of the type of timbre desired
the string s1 can be muted or not.

The next network structure N2 (Figure 5.35 on page 61) consists of n groups of 2
strings in series. The difference from the previous network is that now the relation in
frequency between each group of 2 strings can be different for each group.

exciter

s1,1

s1,2

Figure 5.35.: Network N2

For this network the frequency sets were chosen in similarity with 3rd bridge stringed
instruments such as the ancient Chinese Guqin or the instruments of Yuri Landman
(Landman, 2008). This simulates what would happen if a string of length L would have
an extra bridge at length b < L, it would then essentially consist of two coupled smaller
strings with lengths b and L− b. The frequency of the original string is f =

k
L where k

is constant determined by the type of material of the string and other physical factors.
The frequencies of the two smaller strings created after the placement of the third bridge
are

f1 =
k

b

f2 =
k

L− b

which means that the following relations hold

f1 = f
L

b
= f

b

L

−1

f2 = f
L

L− b
= f

1

1− b
L

.
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r =
b
L is the ratio between the first small string and the whole string, and it can be used

as the variable that sets the position of the bridge: r =
1
2 the bridge is in the center

of string, r =
1
3 , the string is placed at one third the length of the whole string. The

expressions for the frequencies of the smaller strings become:

f1 = fr
−1

f2 = f
1

1− r
.

In the network N2 this means that if the frequency of the original string si is fi and
the 3rd bridge ratio is r then string si,1 has frequency fi,1 = fir

−1 and string si,2 has
frequency fi,2 = fi

1
1−r .

Changing the ratio r will change the relation between the harmonics of the first string
and second string, and thus change which harmonics are emphasized in the final result.
After some experiments I concluded for example, that a ratio of r =

1
4 and fundamental

frequency fi = 19Hz gives a sensation of calm and timelessness while a ratio of r =
1
3

with fi = 10Hz gives a sensation of darkness and instability.
Network N3 (Figure 5.36 on page 62) is similar to network N2 with the exception that

there are now 2 branches with two different sets of fundamental frequencies (before the
3rd bridge is applied).

exciter

Branch 1 Branch 2

Figure 5.36.: Network N3

5.6. Performance

This system has been used in 2010 on several performances, some using a 4 speaker
setup and one with the WFS-GOL system. Some of the string configurations used in
these performances can be seen in Figure 5.37 on page 63 (part I) and Figure 5.38 on page
64 (part II). Part I used a number of strings, each one in feedback with itself, then by
changing the pick position the fundamental frequency would oscillate and deviate until
it would find a new stable frequency. The pick position was coupled to the inclination of
the iPhone controller used for the performance. The second part featured several groups
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of 3 strings in series, whose parameters are manipulated, going from a mellow sound to
a progressively richer sound13.

Figure 5.37.: String configuration for part I

13Two recordings of performances are available in the companion DVD.
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Figure 5.38.: String configuration for part II
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6. Parameter Field Synthesis

6.1. Introduction

Figure 6.1.: A scalar field

Parameter Field Synthesis consists of connecting synthesis processes with locations in
space through the use of scalar fields1. A scalar field is intuitively a function that assigns
a number to each point in space and moment in time.2. The idea is to have a number of
outputs laid out in a grid equally spaced in the virtual sound stage, each with the same
type of sound synthesis process, and to have one or more parameters of this synthesis
process be controlled by a scalar field in such a way that spatial coherence is maintained
and spatial patterns are created.

One simple example: If the synthesis process was just a pulse generator, and the

1This approach is based on work developed during 2007/2008 while attending the Sonology course,
dealing with one dimensional sound objects.

2In this discussion I will limit myself to scalar fields defined in the two-dimensional real valued vector
space R2, since most methods of spatialization currently available (WFS, most ambisonics imple-
mentations) only use two degrees of freedom. It would be possible to use three-dimensions by using
distance coding and focused sources with ambisonics (which would have similar problems to WFS),
or using a three-dimensional WFS array (which would be prohibitively expensive).
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parameter was the frequency of that pulse, then, by modulating the frequency of the
pulse in a coordinated manner one could create rippling patterns as the each individual
pulse generator in the grid got in and out of phase with it’s neighbours. This can
be achieved by assigning a scalar field, that is a function f(t, x, y), to the frequency
parameter, and letting it change over time.

Figure 6.2.: Discretization of the scalar field

6.2. Formalization

Let’s consider a synthesis process x[n, k] : Z×R → R where one parameter k is exposed for
control and n is the sampled time variable. This means that k represents a controllable
element of the synthesis process such as frequency, sound level or any other type of
parameter. If this parameter was to be controlled by a MIDI fader or by an algorithmic
process it would probably be mapped from one set of values to another set of values,
in order to accommodate the different working ranges. For instance, if the fader had
values between 0 and 1 and k represented frequency it would be mapped using function
m : [0, 1] → [20, 20000]. Let’s call such a function a mapping.

A mapping could be dependent just upon user control, it would then be a static map-

ping, such that if the user chooses position p of some controller (software or hardware)
then the resulting value m(p) is applied in the synthesis process: x[n,m(p)]. Of course,
the mapping could be more complicated and depend not just upon the position of one
controller, but upon the position of multiple parameters p1, ..., pn according to a function
m(p1, ..., pn) which could represent a complex set of relationships between all the con-
trollers, using physical modelling or some other coupling procedure for the controls. It
could also happen that the position p of the controller was recorded over time as an au-
tomation curve p(t) , such that the mapping becomes m(p(t)) and the synthesis process
x[n,m(p(t))] or in the general case x[n,m(p1(t), ..., pn(t))].
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Parameter Field Synthesis consists in having a mapping for a parameter that depends
on the spatial location of where the sound is to happen, or more precisely in having a
mapping of the type m : R× R2 → R, such that at time t and at position �v = (x, y) the
parameter will have value m(t,

−→
v ) and the synthesis process will be x[n,m(t,

−→
v )].

We assume here, for sake of definition, that a sound can be localized at any position
of a 2D euclidean space, that is, in R2. In practice we will limit the output positions to
n points of a 2D grid (see 6.2). If this grid takes the form G = {pi,j ∈ R2

: 0 ≤ i ≤
m, 0 ≤ j ≤ n} then we will have n×m sound outputs to be spatialized at positions pi,j

with synthesis processes x[n,m(t, pi,j)]. In general a synthesis process will have several
parameters and will look like x[n,m1(t, pi,j), ...,mN (t, pi,j)].

It is worth noting that, for the conceptual approach we are considering, we could
localize sound derived from a certain synthesis process at all points of the Euclidean
plane at the same time. This is, off course, impossible in the physical world because the
sound at point p1will propagate to a neighbouring point p2 and sum with whatever sound
is being produced at that point, making it thus impossible to synthesize an individual
specific sound at every point of the plane at the same time. So this concept acts instead
as a metaphor, allowing us to think of what would happen if this this process was
actually possible to accomplish, and through trial and error, both the ways in which
the process actually works on a perceptual level and the ways in which it fails can both
be incorporated into the composition process. As an example, if the synthesis process
is one single sine wave whose frequency depends upon the point in space where it is
localized, x[k,m�

(t, p)] = sin(2πkm
�
(t, p)), then when we apply this to the grid G we will

have n×m sine waves, each with a different frequency, but supposing mis a continuous
function, each frequency evolving in some relationship with neighbouring sine waves
frequencies, creating beats that change across space depending upon where the listener
is located, on the grid and other practical choices of implementation. This outcome is
clearly very different from the idealized single sine wave in a parametric space that is
mapped onto the real space, but this metaphor allows to create relationships of the sine
waves at each point with it’s neighbours, by working on the more abstract level of a
single function in the euclidean plane that represents both the parameter space and the
physical space of locations (since one is mapped into the other).

Regarding the actual way in which the sound is to be spatialized I can foresee two
possibilities. Either one can use n×m speakers placed in a grid in the space where the
music is to be performed, or one can use a Wave Field Synthesis system, since it can in
principle localize sounds at any position in a plane, even inside the listening area (not
without it’s problems).

6.3. Implementation

This concept was implemented in the audio synthesis programming language SuperCol-

lider as the Plane of Sound library (PS_Lib)3. The building block of the system is

3The library was developed by myself with exception of the GUI which was adapted from the GUI of
the WFS system of the Game of Life Foundation (3), developed by Wouter Snoei.
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a synthesis process x[n, k1, ..., kn] depending on parameters ki. Each parameter ki is
assigned a mapping mi(t, p) = mi(t, x, y).

In SuperCollider a synthesis process is defined by a SynthDef, which in turn is defined
by a function constructed out of unit generators (UGens) by arithmetical operations and
function composition. In the PS_Lib the synthesis process is be specified by a function
of type f = { |x,y,param1,param2| ... }. The function depends on x and y allowing
the synthesis process to depend on the spatial location in a static way, that is, without
an explicit mapping being assigned. An example of a synthesis function: { |x,y,phase
=0| Impulse.ar(5,phase)}.

The mapping mi(t, p) is defined in SuperCollider by a function of type f = { |x,y,t
| ... }, for example, f = {|x,y,t| cos((x*10)+t)}. In the accompanying DVD there
are two videos with animations of two different mapping functions (see Appendix F).

Although it would be possible to build a whole composition just out of one synthe-
sis function and several mapping functions for each of the parameters of the synthesis
function, this would involve too big synthesis and mapping functions. It is far easier
to use several synthesis functions each assigned a start time, duration and fade-in and
fade-out times. In the same way, a mapping function is also broken down into several
functions each with a start time, duration and fade in and fade out times. This allows
the construction of more complicated musical structures out of more simple synthesis
and mapping functions.

The synthesis and mapping functions can be defined programatically or through a GUI.
The resulting score can be edited graphically, tweaked and previewed. The final sound
result is rendered in non real-time to several sound files, which means that there is no
limit on the number of synthesis processes used (more process = more rendering time).
These files are then imported into the WFS system and assigned a position according to
the provided geometry parameters.

The code below is an example of a simple score containing one synthesis processes
consisting of a pulse generator and two modulation functions appearing sequentially in
time, crossfading at t = 20 seconds which are assigned to the frequency of the pulse
generator.

The structure of a simple score for the Plane of Sound Lib
(
~func1 = { |x,y,t| sin (((x-0.5) *(y-0.5) *20)+t) };
~func2 = { |x,y,t| cos((x*10)+t) };

~ps_func1_1 = PS_Func (~func1 ,[0.0 ,1.0] ,1 ,0 ,1 ,21 ,0);
~ps_func1_2 = PS_Func (~func2 ,[0.0 ,1.0] ,1 ,1 ,0 ,41 ,19);

~ps_func_score1 = PS_Func_Score ([~ ps_func1_1 ,~ ps_func1_2 ],\
unipolar.asSpec);

~synth_func = { |x,y,phase =0| Impulse.ar(5,phase)*0.5 };
~sp1 = PS_Desc ([~ ps_func_score1 ],~synth_func ,60,0,2,2,1);

b = 4;
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~numPoints = 5;
~plane = PS_Plane(Rect.fromPoints(b.neg@b.neg ,b@b),~numPoints ,~

numPoints);

~score = PS_Score (~plane ,[~ sp1]);
~score.edit
) ✆
6.4. Possibilities and shortcomings

From 2009 to 2010 I had the possibility to test some compositional ideas using this system.
I used the WFS system of the Game of Life foundation for the spatialization of the grid
of sources (6.4). As seen from the configuration of the grid, the sources are positioned
totally or primarily inside the space defined by the speaker lines, this means that almost
all the sources will be rendered as focused sources. The localization of focused sources is
problematic, specially if they are not moving, as is the case here. My personal perception
of these focused sources was that their location in space was confusing, blurred, and could
not be clearly perceived. With some types of sound material the sound field would seem
to collapse into the speakers, and with other it would seem to permeate the interior space
defined by the speakers, although the individual sources were not easily identifiable.

It was my conclusion that the WFS system is not suitable to develop and create
compositions using this library. It would be more suitable to build an actual grid of
loudspeakers and hang them from the ceiling (for a concert situation) with the audience
underneath. The system could also be realized by placing the grid vertically against a
wall, which would probably work better for an installation setting. Unfortunately I did
not have enough time to pursue this avenue of research, but hope to do so on in the
future.

During the testing period I experimented with filtered noise (modulating the filter
frequency), granulation (modulating the grain duration and density) , impulses (modu-
lating the impulse frequency) and chaotic generators (modulating the parameters of the
generator).

Finally, because the library was implemented in non-real-time, this meant that for
every volume change, start time correction, change of modulation function or any other
adjustment the whole score had to be re-rendered, making it very time consuming to
work on a score. In the future it would be wise to re-implement the rendering engine in
real-time, so as to be able to have smoother and more efficient work process.
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Figure 6.3.: Plane of Sound library (GUI)

Figure 6.4.: Plane of Sound library (Geometry adjust panel)
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7. Sine Field

7.1. Concept

Sine Field aims to explore a different approach to Diffuse Spatialization. Instead of
discretizing one object in to many sources, sine waves are used, which are inherently
difficult to localize. The idea is to place combinations of sine waves at specific locations
in space, with frequencies very close together thus producing beats that happen both
in time and in space. Like in the Plane of Sound system, a scalar field is mapped to
the frequency of the sine waves, in such a way that the position (x, y) of the sine wave
in space determines it’s frequency by a certain function f(x, y), but instead of the field
being manipulated, the field is kept static the the sine waves are free to roam in the
frequency field. Location and frequency become bound to each other, and any evolution
in the frequency space will have repercussions in localization and vice-versa.

Because the sine waves are difficult to localize their positions in space will not be
clearly heard, instead each combination of frequencies and positions creates a kind of
topology that is perceived by the listener as being different at every position in space.
When listening to the output it is difficult to pin-point the exact location of the sine
waves, yet, there is a very present sensation of spatiality, and sometimes the beats seem
to occur along directions with the sound oscillating back and forth along a certain axis.

7.2. Formalization

The system consists of a scalar field F : R2 → R and a set Ω = {p1, ..., pN} with
pi = (xi, yi) of N points in the plane each one representing a sine wave oscillator. The
scalar field is composed by summing Gaussian functions centered around the points
gi ∈ R2 , more precisely,

F = k

M�

i=1

aiΓgi

with
Γgi(p) = e

�p−gi�
2σ2 ,

σ a constant and k a normalization constant such that the maximum value of F is 1.
The scalar field F maps points in the plane to values between 0 and 1, which are

then scaled to an appropriate interval to be assigned to the frequency of the sine wave
oscillators. If the frequency interval is [a, b] then the scaling function is

sa,b(x) = a+ x(b− a).
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If p is a point in the plane, and the desired interval for frequencies is [a, b] then the
frequency of the sine wave oscillator at that location will be

fp = sa,b(F (p)).

The system is defined by choosing a set of frequencies S = {f1, ..., fN}, a set of scalar fields
{F1,...,FN} and creating groups of sine wave oscillators {G1, ..., GN} whose frequencies
are very close to the frequencies in S. If a sine wave oscillator belongs to Gi it will
have frequency within a range [fi

1
d , fid] where d is a deviation value. If this sine wave

oscillator is located at point p then it’s frequency will be sfi
1
d ,fid

(Fi(p)).

7.3. Implementation

Figure 7.1.: GUI for SineFieldGroup object.

The Sine Field system was implemented in SuperCollider. A collection of classes to
deal with scalar and vector fields was implemented and all the necessary operations were
condensed in a single class SineField that represented one of the groups of sine wave
oscillators.

The deviation value used was 1.05, so that if the center frequency of a group was, for
example, 600Hz all the sine wave oscillators in that group would have frequencies in the
range [570, 630].
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The center frequencies were determined from a starting frequency f by choosing some
of it’s harmonics and subharmonics. With n harmonics and m sub-harmonics the center
frequency set S would be

S = {m−1
f, ..., 2

−1
f, f, 2f, ..., nf}.

A typical value for starting frequency was 303.96Hz and using up to 5 harmonic and
sub-harmonic bands.

The scalar field F was produced by choosing 3 random points in the plane with coef-
ficients ai also randomly chosen, but normalized such that the biggest coefficient would
always be 1. The groups of sine wave oscillators contained up to 4 sine wave oscilla-
tors per group, and were also attributed random positions in the plane (within a chosen
radius).

A movement system was also implemented that would move the points from their
starting position to the geometrical mean of the points within each group. If group
Gi has sine wave oscillators with locations {p1, ..., pn} then the points would move to
location

pcenter =

�n
i=1 pi

n
.

The closer the points are the closer their frequencies will be, since F is a continuous
function. This means that as points are moving closer the beats are slowing down until
becoming very long or non-perceptible.

7.4. Performance

The Sine Field system was used in conjunction with the SupaStrings system. Usually
one group of sine wave oscillators was introduced over the already playing strings, then
slowly more groups of sine wave oscillators were introduced. Since the strings produce a
continuous sound mass the sine waves would seem merge with the partials of the strings
and also at times modulate the sound of the strings. In the performance the strings
would then be faded out and the rest of the groups of sine waves would be introduced
and the movement of the sine waves would begin, with the sine waves converging to one
point for each group. The performance would end when the beats were very slow or
imperceptible.
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8. Reflections

The main approaches towards Diffuse Spatialization developed in this thesis were intro-
duced and described in some detail In the previous three chapters. I would like now to
give some qualitative comments on them.

Regarding the SupaStrings system, the timbral range of it’s sound output, although
retaining always characteristics of stringed sounds, is remarkably diverse: from high
pitched smooth drones, to harsh noise like growls, from very continuous flows to more
clicking or bifurcating streams. The system did achieve the objective of being a “live”
one, that can be explored by trying new combinations of elements and parameter values
that give completely different, and more importantly, unpredictable results. I was very
often surprised to discover a certain type of sound by accident, and to then develop it by
further manipulation of parameters. At the same time, the fact that the combinations
of elements (which exciters to use, how to connect the strings, how to place them in
space, etc.) is almost endless, and that each particular configuration had hundreds of
parameters, makes it a somewhat complex system to deal with, and at times it was
difficult to approach it.

When exploring the system I started building a catalog of different types of sound
outputs, by recording sound files and saving the associated configuration, so that I could
quickly survey the different types of results produced, and go back to a particular config-
uration. There was some difficulty with the fact that the system was being continuously
developed over a period of one and half years, with several rewrites of sections of code
and additions, that sometimes caused the earlier examples not to be able to run (unless
hacked) in the latest version.

For the performances, I chose some of the configurations that I wanted to explore
from the catalog, usually not more than 2 configurations. The piece was then naturally
divided in sections corresponding to the configurations explored with simple crossfades
between them. The progression through each section was quite simple, the density of the
sound was progressively increased by slowly adding more strings and by manipulating
the physical model parameters (increasing inharmonicity, string loop feedback, lowpass
filter cut-off frequency and change of pick position).

The spatialization of the strings in space contributes to the overall immersiveness of
the music, mostly by spreading the sound all around the listener, and also due to the
decorrelation between strings, where parameters that depended on random events (pitch
bend and feedback frequency) were happening at different times in different regions of
space, creating a shimmering effect. When using the WFS-GOL system, walking through
the space would change the mix between strings, and every particular zone of the space
had a different perspective on the sound.

Regarding the Plane of Sound system, even if in the end the use of focused sources in
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the WFS-GOL turned out to not be the right choice, the tests conducted there were quite
fascinating. The system demonstrates a lot of potential for exploration, and reflecting
about the ways in which it can be used was very thought provoking.

The SineField system allows for a more precise exploration of the harmonic spectrum,
by virtue of being able to control the level (and location) of each individual frequency.
Sine waves, being the “building blocks” of pitched sounds1, allow to construct an arbi-
trarily defined harmonic spectrum. It was interesting to explore what happens when
this additive synthesis does not come out in just one spatial location, but each individ-
ual harmonic is placed in a specific location in space. Another fundamental step was
to connect the frequency of each harmonic to it’s position and design movements that
would yield interesting harmonic and spatial progressions at the same time. The range
in which harmonics were varying due to the movement of the sine wave generators in
space (via the aforementioned coupling) was quite small (less than a semitone), so that
what resulted were not glissandi from one chord to another chord, but just different beat
frequencies and spatial patterns.

An idea which I experimented with, and which I wish to include in future realizations,
is to use scalar fields of the same type as the ones used for the frequency, to control the
amplitude of each group of sine waves. To do so, one “slice”2 of the field is taken, giving
an envelope which is then connected to the level of the sine wave group. By taking several
different “slices” of the field and assigning them to each group the harmonic spectrum can
be made to slowly and continuously evolve, always maintaining the same pitch structure,
just changing the emphasis of each harmonic.

Another development was the use of sine wave groups with very high frequencies (for
instance 5000Hz, 7000Hz and 10000Hz). In this frequency range, the beats are so fast
that they become timbres, similar to crickets sounds. For these frequency ranges, I
randomly selected new positions for the sine waves and quickly crossfaded (to avoid
clicks) directly to these new positions. These transitions would then happen periodically,
creating successive spatial and timbric patterns3.

The SineField system allowed me to explore the most basic constituents of continu-
ous spatial tones (sine waves, their levels, frequencies, positions in space and frequency
relations) and, even despite the simplicity of the material, very interesting textures and
evolving patterns were produced.

8.1. Further Development

In all the approaches presented further refinements could be made.
Regarding the SupaStrings system:

1Sine waves are just one of many possible families of functions to use for decomposing signals, for
instance, the Haar wavelet uses a square wave as building block. Sine waves are, though, particularly
good basis for the decomposition of pitched sounds.

2If the field is f(x, y) then a slice would be {f(x, y) : x, y ∈ R, y = ax+ b}, that is, the intersection of
a vertical plane with the surface defined by the field.

3See example 3 in the companion DVD.
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• A global feedback management system could be implemented to allow the free
flowing of sound in the string network, without the of system becoming unstable.
If this system turns out not to be “transparent” and it’s operation has perceivable
sonic consequences, (perhaps because the feedback still becomes audible) then those
side effects could be put to use in interesting ways.

• The physical model of the string could be further developed, for example, by adding
a bowing simulation and coupling the string to resonating bodies.

• The excitation signals could be made more complex, eventually with several dif-
ferent types of simple excitations mixed according to higher level parameters of
control. The interaction between the user and the exciters and strings could be
subject to an additional layer of physical modeling, for example an object con-
nected to a spring collides with the string, this object can be manipulated, pushed,
etc.

• The performance interface could be further developed to allow more expressiveness
and a higher level of interaction between the input of the performer and the sonic
output.

Regarding the Plane of Sound system:

• A grid array of speakers could be constructed for the system. Different configura-
tions could be explored, e.g. hanging from the ceiling, covering one wall, covering
several walls, a full sphere, etc.

• Currently the system renders a score in non-realtime to a group of mono files, mak-
ing it inconvenient to do further mixing or editing, therefore the full composition
as to be created using the score builder. To allow a faster workflow, the system
could be altered to be able to play in real-time, so as to be possible to correct
levels, fade-in and fade-outs and change the synthesis and controls functions while
listening to the results. This would require either that the control messages are
passed in realtime between the SuperCollider language an the server, which would
mean the number of OSC messages being sent the server might be higher than
what the network can sustain (for WFS operation, at least). If this is the case,
then the control signals could be placed in a buffer in the server before the score
starts playing.

My mathematical approach in Plane Of Sound and Sine Field was essentially static:
functions once defined were left to evolve deterministically without much possibility of
interaction from the outside world. In the future I am also interested in exploring more
dynamic approaches, where instead of defining functions through algebraic operations on
statically defined basic functions (sines, exponentiation, etc) I would define the rules of
evolution and then let the system evolve and interact with an environment. This could
be done by using iterative methods for the approximation of solutions of differential
equations or by using cellular automata or other self-evolving systems.
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8.2. Final remarks

The investigations conducted for this Master thesis have only partly realized their full
potential. The fact that I divided my attention in these two years across three com-
pletely different systems meant that although that allowed to have a more overarching
perspective over the field that I proposed to investigate, it also meant that I did not have
enough time to explore the full compositional and performance potential of each of the
systems. There is still much space for future exploration.

While the SupaStrings and Sine Field systems have a more particular and personal
approach, based on my own aesthetic preferences related to drone music, and as such
are not really general purpose tools, the Plane of Sound system is a very general system,
and could be used for widely different musical endeavours. I plan to release this software
soon, and I am curious to hear what kind of approaches other musicians will have to it.

Besides the approaches that I have investigated here there are many others that could
be interesting in the context of diffuse spatialization. For instance, spatial dynamic
stochastic synthesis, where not only the amplitude could be stochastically determined at
every sample but also the output speaker or another spatial parameter.

Regarding the issues posed on the introduction of timelessness in music, since it is a
subjective personal experience, I can only speak for myself. I can say that during the
experiments conducted in the WFS many times I found myself simply listening for long
periods to the output of these systems, while they played without my intervention, letting
myself drift with the sound. Although I consider I am far from having “perfected” the art
of “eternal music”, and I don’t think that is even possible, I can say that on very specific
occasions, perhaps by pure accident, I did manage to evoke such a state on myself.

Finally, I think that Diffuse Spatialization remains a very interesting field, and one
with a lot of potential for exploration in the coming years. Already a certain number of
artists have in recent years presented works which go in the direction of what I described
as Diffuse Spatialization, and I am sure many more will surface. I will certainly be
interested to continue working in this direction.
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Part III.

Appendix
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A. SuperCollider implementation of
nonlinear chattering in DWG model.

(
a = Instr (\ stringNonLin ,
{

arg freq = 47, pan = 0, pickup = 0.25, pick= 0.7, chatBrigePos =
0.1, chatBrigeHeight = 0.9, inputVol=1, volume = 0;

var feedb = 0.99, input1 , input , input2 , fbStart , delayLine1 ,
controlDelayLine1 , delayLine2 , delayTime , out ,

blocksize , eval , evalLate;

blocksize = ControlRate.ir.reciprocal;
delayTime = freq.reciprocal -blocksize;
//must subtract blockSize for correct tuning

input = BrownNoise.ar (0.7);
input = input*inputVol;

fbStart = LocalIn.ar(2);
input1 = fbStart [0]*( feedb ** chatBrigePos);
delayLine1 = DelayC.ar(OneZero.ar(input1 ,0.5) ,1,chatBrigePos*

delayTime);

//if delayLine2.abs < chatBrigeHeight then connect delayLine1 else
connect fbstart [0]

eval = delayLine1.abs > chatBrigeHeight;

chatBrigeHeight.poll(label:" b r i g e ");
eval.poll(Impulse.ar(10),label: " e v a l ");
delayLine1.abs.poll(label:" de l ay1 ");

input2 = Select.ar(eval ,[ delayLine1 ,fbStart [1]]) + input;
delayLine2 = DelayC.ar(OneZero.ar(input2 ,0.5) ,1,(1- chatBrigePos)*

delayTime);
delayLine2 = delayLine2 * (feedb **(1- chatBrigePos));

LocalOut.ar([ Select.ar(eval ,[ delayLine2 ,delayLine1 ]),Select.ar(
eval ,[ Silence.ar ,delayLine2 ])]); // for feedback
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//comb filter simulates pickup position
out = DelayC.ar(delayLine2 ,1,pickup * delayTime) - input;
out = DelayC.ar(out ,1,pick * delayTime) - out;
OffsetOut.ar(0, Pan2.ar(out ,pan)*volume);

},
#[nil ,nil , \unipolar ,\unipolar ,\unipolar ,\unipolar ,\unipolar ,\

unipolar]
);

p = Patch (\ stringNonLin).play;
p.gui;

)
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B. SuperCollider implementation of a
String

SynthDef (\stringDWG ,{
arg in_bus , out_bus=0,
inCoupl_bus1 =12, outCoupl_bus1 =10, inCoupl_bus2 =13,

outCoupl_bus2 =11,
freq = 80,pDive=0,pDiveFreq =3,
pick= 0.7,
inHarm = 0.5, lpf=0.5, longt , feedb1 =0.961 , feedb2 =0.987 ,
modeCpl =0.16 ,
ampFBHz =102.45 , fBDev = 30,fBthresh =0.1, fBLag =0.1, ampPre

=0, ampFB=0, ampPost=0, distMix=0,ampPickup ,
inVol=0, vol = 0, couplVol1 =0, couplVol2 =0;

var input , inCoupl=0, del1 , del2 , out ,
blocksize , allp , lowp , stringLoop ,
dev = 0.2, stringh , stringv ,
ampDelay , distort , outAmp ,loopStart , eval , out2 , out3 ,
xminusy ,xplusy , pick_pickup , mo, resonator , thresh , size =

4;

var amplitude;

RandID.ir(1);
RandSeed.ir(rrand (2 ,12345).postln);

freq = freq *(1-( pDive *(0.05* EnvGen.ar(Env
([0 ,1,0] ,[2 ,1.5],\ sine),Dust.ar(pDiveFreq)))));

// definition of dsp blocks
allp = { |in ,a| FOS.ar(in,a,1,a.neg) };
lowp = { |in ,a| FOS.ar(in ,1+a.neg ,0, a) };
stringLoop = { |in ,delayTime , lp, ap|

in = allp.(allp.(in,ap),ap);
in = lowp.(in ,lp);
DelayC.ar(in ,0.1, delayTime)

};

distort = { |in| if(in <1.neg , 2.neg/3, if(in >1, 2/3, in -(
in **3/3))) };

resonator = { |in ,freq| 20. collect ({ |i| Resonz.ar(in ,
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freq*(i+1), 0.01) }).sum };

pick_pickup = { |in,pick ,pickup , delayTime|
var xminusy , xplusy;
xminusy = (pick+pickup.neg).abs/2;
xplusy = (pickup+pick)/2;
(DelayL.ar(in ,1 ,(1+ xminusy.neg)*delayTime)+
DelayL.ar(in ,1,(1+ xplusy.neg) *delayTime)+
DelayL.ar(in ,1,xplusy*delayTime)+
DelayL.ar(in ,1,xminusy*delayTime));

};

//set delay
//must subtract blockSize for correct tuning
blocksize = ControlRate.ir.reciprocal;
del1 = freq.reciprocal -blocksize;
del2 = (freq+dev).reciprocal -blocksize;

loopStart = LocalIn.ar(3);

amplitude = (Amplitude.kr(loopStart [2]));
thresh = amplitude >= fBthresh;

ampFBHz = ampFBHz +Lag.ar(fBDev*Latch.ar(WhiteNoise.kr ,
HPZ1.kr(thresh)),fBLag);

ampDelay = ampFBHz.reciprocal - blocksize;
input = LeakDC.ar(loopStart [2] ,0.955) + (InFeedback.ar(

in_bus ,1)*inVol);

// string horizontal mode
stringh = (loopStart [0] * feedb1);
// string vertical mode
stringv = (( loopStart [1])* feedb2) + (modeCpl*stringh);

stringh = stringh + (input *0.5);
stringv = stringv + (input *0.5);

inCoupl = InFeedback.ar(inCoupl_bus1 ,1)+InFeedback.ar(
inCoupl_bus2 ,1);

stringv = stringv + inCoupl;

stringh = stringLoop .(stringh ,del1 ,lpf ,inHarm);
stringv = stringLoop .(stringv ,del2 ,lpf ,inHarm);

//sum modes
mo = 0.5 + (modeCpl /4);

out = (( stringh + (longt*stringh*resonator .(stringh ,16*
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freq)))*mo*1.3)+
(( stringv + (longt*stringv*resonator .(stringv ,16*

freq)))
*(1-mo)*0.5);

// distortion/feedback simulation with it’s own pickup
outAmp = pick_pickup .(out ,pick ,ampPickup ,del1)*ampPre;
outAmp = distort .( outAmp);
outAmp = DelayL.ar(outAmp ,0.1, ampDelay);
outAmp = outAmp*ampFB;
LocalOut.ar([stringh ,stringv ,outAmp ]);
out = (out*(1- distMix))+( outAmp*ampPost*distMix);

//end of feedback loop

OffsetOut.ar(outCoupl_bus1 , stringh*couplVol1);
// output at the other end of the string
// outCoupl1 |------------------| outCoupl2
OffsetOut.ar(outCoupl_bus2 , DelayL.ar(stringh ,0.1, del1 /2)*

couplVol2);

// pick -pickup section
// the Manifold defines the geometry of the string
// for each pickup point a pick -pickup section is

generated

out = 0.1 * out;

out= size.collect { |i|
var pickup = (i+1)/(size +1);
pick_pickup .( LeakDC.ar(out)*vol ,pick ,pickup ,del1)

};

OffsetOut.ar(out_bus ,out);

}).send(s)
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C. SupaStrings - simple configuration
example.

(
var num , strings , args , points , nodes , setup , inputs , groups ,

servers;

servers = [Server.local ];
SupaSetupAlloc.init(servers.size ,false);

~f0 = 35;
num = 6;

points = [WFSPoint (0,2,0),WFSPoint (0,0,0)]++
num.collect{ |i|

var ang =180*i/(num -1);
WFSPoint.newAZ (90+ang ,2,0)

};

nodes = points.collect{ |point| SupaNodeSetup.alloc(point) };

args = [[~f0 ,0 ,3 ,0.3 ,0.3 ,0.5 ,0 ,0.961 ,0.962 ,0.16 ,102 ,
30,0.1,0.1,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1]]

++[~f0 ,0 ,3 ,0.3 ,0.3 ,0.5 ,0 ,0.961 ,0.962 ,0.16 ,102 ,
30,0.1,0.1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0].dup(num);

strings = (num+1).collect { |i|
var nodeArray = ~nodeAssignFunction .(i);
var speakerConfig = (

\type: \sequential ,
\spacing: 1,
\size: 3,
\offset: 2

);
var dsp =(

\feedback: true ,
\mainout: i!=0,
\couplingout: true ,
\couplingin: true ,
\mainin: i==0,
\longitudinal: true

);
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var group = if(i==0) {1}{2};
var server = 1;
var closedFeedback = true;
var paused = false;
var defaults = if(i==0) {[1@/1]++ args[i]}{[i@/1]++ args[i]};

SupaStringSetup.alloc(
if(i==0){[nodes[0], nodes [1]]}{[ nodes[1], nodes[i

+1]]},
speakerConfig , server , closedFeedback , defaults ,
\SupaStringNormal , group , paused , dsp

)
};

inputs = [SupaInputSetup.alloc(
\whitenoise ,
[strings [0]],
[[\amp ,0.5]] ,
1,
[[100, 6, 1], [500,0,1], [4500,0,1], [1500,0, 1], [6000,

0, 1]]
)];

groups = [SupaGroupSetup.alloc(strings [1..],"Main")];

setup = SupaSetup.alloc(
strings.flat ,
inputs ,
nodes.flat ,
servers ,
groups ,
nil ,nil ,nil ,-10
);

~stringMain = SupaStringMain(setup);
)
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D. SupaStrings Setup Classes description

The main setup class:

• SupaSetup

– Strings: an array with the setup for each string.
– Inputs: an array with the setup for each input.
– Nodes: an array with the setup for each node.
– Servers: the available servers for synthesis.
– Groups: an array with setup for each control group.
– View Groups: an array with the setup for each view group.
– MultiParameterSpace: an instance of MultiParameterSpace, which holds the

information of the parameter space.
– ServerVolumes: an array with floats that allows to set individual volumes per

speaker if necessary.
– VCA level: a global volume control.
– Version: the current version of the system.

Strings, Nodes, Exciter, Groups and View Groups have their own setup classes:

• SupaNodeSetup:

– ID: an integer.
– Point: an (x, y) position.

• SupaStringSetup:

– ID: an integer.
– Nodes: nodes where the string is connected.
– Speaker Configuration. Options for spatialization such as the number of points

used to simulate the string.
– Server: SC server where the string will play.
– Closed Feedback: if true the sound that is coming in from other strings con-

nected to one of the nodes will not be output back to the node, avoiding thus
closed loops that provoke feedback.
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– Defaults: the various values for the physical model (rational,freq, pDive, pDi-
veFreq, pick, inHarm, lpf, longt, feedb1, feedb2, modeCpl, ampFBHz, fBDev,
fBthresh, fBLag, ampPre, ampFB, ampPost, distMix, ampPickup, inVol, vol,
couplVol1, couplVol2).

– Group: selects which group the string should be assigned to in the GUI.
– Paused: if true the string will be paused when the synth is initiated (while

paused no CPU is used).
– DSP: For setting which features of the physical model are turned on or off,

allowing to better manage CPU usage. The features are feedback, mainout,
couplingout, couplingin, mainin and longitudinal.

– Distortion: type of distortion and input and output level.

• SupaInputSetup

– ID: an integer.
– Type: type of input (e.g. whitenoise, etc).
– Connections: list of strings the exciter is connected to.
– Values: values for the parameters of synthesis.
– Server: SC server where the exciter will play.
– EQ: parameters of the 5 band parametric EQ.

• SupaGroupSetup

– ID: an integer.
– Connections: list of strings the group is controlling.

• SupaViewGroupSetup

– ID: an integer.
– Label: the label to be displayed in the GUI.
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E. Real-Time Wave Field Synthesis:
RT_WFS Library

The original software of the WFS, developed by Wouter Snoei1 and Raviv Ganchrow,
allows the user to play mono sound files from disk and to attach a trajectory to each file.
The software provides a GUI to control the start times, fade times, trajectories. Since
the system is quite recent (2006) and still in development, it did not allow at the time
for real-time control of the trajectories or to use the custom SC SynthDefs instead of just
mono files. Since my objective was to perform with the SupaStrings system in real-time
I started developing code to allow this.

The essential problem of the WFS-GOL system is that it uses two discrete computers
to compute the WFS panning for each source. Since this is something very CPU heavy,
two different computers were needed, each one computing the output of half of the array
(96 speakers). WFS needs absolute accuracy of timing of the delays for each speaker
in order to successfully recreate the wave field, it thus becomes necessary to correctly
synchronize the two computers so that their output is aligned in time with a resolution
at the sample level. The first implementation of the system uses a master laptop that
outputs a constant click signal through digital optical connections to each of the two
slave computers. This system worked well to play a fixed score, whose events are known
in advance but was not suitable for real-time operation.

To solve this issue, Francisco Velazquez2 developed a new customized version of SC
that allows to schedule synths in the SuperCollider server with accuracy up to sample-
level. With this new system, all that is needed is to send a single impulse from the
master computer to the servers, record the time of arrival (number of samples since the
sound card was booted), and then calculate the appropriate sample number at which the
synth should be started. Wouter Snoei then made the a class to simplify this procedure
to which I added some methods that we’re missing to have it fully working.

The final step needed for real-time operation was to allow to use normal SC code
that would translate effortlessly to a system where the synthesis is running identically
(except for the WFS panning) in two different computers, to the point where he random
generators have to be exactly the same. This means that all synthdefs must have a
specific random seed that is the same for both computers.

To simplify the procedure of using SuperCollider code with this system I created the
Cluster library, which essentially holds an array of items and passes any messages sent
to an instance to all the elements in the array, thus fooling SuperCollider into thinking

1http://www.woutersnoei.nl
2More know in the SuperCollider community as blackrain.
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that an array of servers is just one server, an array of synths is just one synth, etc. The
library consists of classes that substitute all the objects representing elements of the
SuperCollider server: ClusterServer, ClusterSynth, ClusterSynthDef, ClusterBus, Clus-
terGroup, ClusterRootNode, ClusterBuffer, ClusterOSCBundle, ClusterMonitor. Any
existing supercolider code can then be ported to the WFS system by changing the nor-
mal SuperCollider objects to the Cluster versions.

There are also two classes to control the syncing procedure: RT_WFS_Client and
RT_WFS_Center.

• RT_WFS_Client: This class is used in the two server computers, and it creates
the 8 servers (one per core) and the appropriate synthdefs for WFS panning.

• RT_WFS_Center: this is class is called in the master computer to initialize control
of the two server computers, and to sync with them. After syncing has been
successful, this class calculates the delay times in samples necessary to perform
sample-accurate scheduling.

Finally there is a class for panning: WFSPanner. This class creates a synth that the user
can then place after their own synths in the node tree, and using a private bus, route the
audio from the main synth to the WFSPanner.
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F. Contents of the companion DVD to
this thesis

The accompanying DVD contains:

• SuperCollider classes for the SupaString system, Plane of Sound and Sine Field
and example files for those systems.

• A version of SuperCollider with all the necessary classes to run the examples pro-
vided.

• A set of sound files exemplifying several types of configurations of the SupaStrings
system (ambisonics decoded to stereo UHJ). Examples 1 to 8 consist of the output
of the SupaStrings system being manipulated in real-time with no further editing
or processing, with exception of Example 9 where reverb was added. Example 10
is an edited version, where the original file was pitch shifted two octaves up and
layered on top, with some eqing and reverb applied. The configuration of strings
and inputs for each example is available in a text file.

• A set of sound files exemplifying the Sine Field system.

• Two recordings of performances using the SupaStrings and SineField systems.

– January 2010 - Ferrol, Spain - Performed with 4 speakers, recorded with stereo
microphone.

– March 2010 - Leiden, Netherlands - Performed in the WFS-GOL system. Two
versions provided, one recorded with binaural microphones (should be listened
with headphones), another and an ambisonics microphone (tetramic) decoded
for 4 speakers.

• Videos exemplifying two scalar fields.

• A pdf version of this document.
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